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Abstract 
Sport education is one of the stx curriculum models in physical education 
described by Siedentop, Mand and Taggart ( 1986). Sport education is a student centered 
cuniculum model whereby students take on the specific roles of management board of 
control, captain/coach, first aid officer, advertising/publicity officer as well as player. It is 
the social interaction of students within these roles that is the key to the potential success 
ofthe model. 
Research suggests that many students have unfavourable attitudes towards the 
dontinant curriculum mode! currently being used in physical education in most Western 
Australian s~·!lools, while on the other hand, many students have a positive attitude 
towards community sport. Sport education involves implementing key aspects of 
community sport in physical education classes. 
This study ~s investigated the attitudes of students as they assumed the 
responsibilities of specific roles within the spo1i education curriculum model in physical 
education at Richardson High School. Individual in-depth interviews, field notes and 
individual student jomnals were used as the means of data collection to determine the 
student'~ attitudes to the roles of management board of control, first aid offtcer, publicity 
officer, captain/coach and player. 
This study found that the attitudes of the students participating in the specific 
roles, were favourable. All the students interviwed stated that they would like to 
participate in another role in a different model of sport education. 
The importance of even competitionwithin a sport education season was 
emphasized as students began to lose interest as the season progressed. Tills was 
attributed to uneven teams and the repetitiveness of playing the same teams each week. It 
was therefore concluded that the selection criteria of teams be addressed at Richardson, 
making them smaller, with more teams of similar ability selected. 
One student, the publicity officer, was left floundering as a result of being given 
too much responsibility too soon, and therefore it is recommended. that students 
expenence a transition period whereby they experience sport education, but under 
guidance and instruction from the teacher, so they can learn exactly what is expected of 
them within their roles. 
This initial research in determining the ' :tudes of students towards their roles and 
responsibilities in sport education, may help establish sport education as a possible 
alternative curriculum model to the \vay sport is taught in physical education classes. 
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Introduction 
Background to the Stud_y 
Growing concern about the literacy and numeracy of our children has resulted in 
an increase in the range of academic studies offered to students in our schools. As 
Nettleton (1985, p.3) explains, "We are b~ing dominated by an academic curriculum." 
Society is pushing for a back to basic's curriculum and more non-academic subjects could 
be swallowed in the cognitive limelight. As a result, the existence of physical educdt[on in 
the school curriculum is being questioned. Metzler ( 1990) argues, that despite, the regular 
and rightful claims we make for our place in education, we stand on an eroding base of 
support. 
When you ask any physical educator, "What are the aims of physical education?", 
each time you will get a different answer. It is therefore di!licult to explain the need for 
physical education in schools if physical educators cannot agree on what physical 
education actually achieves or even attempts to achieve. Andrews (1979, p.l27), believes 
that, "One of the tenable aims of physical education is to develop the knowledge, skills 
and attitudes to enable individuals to participate in physical activity in their leisure time." 
Similarly, Maunsell (1985, p.IO) believes that, "Th~ physical education curriculum should 
provide appropriate opportunities for children to develop fundamental skills and 
understandings of a variety of sports in order for the individual to participate in sport as a 
leisure pursuit." Unfortunately, in most cases, these aims are not being accomplished. 
Locke (1992) has strongly suggested that many secondary school physical education 
programs fail to achieve their objectives with students reporting strong negative feelings 
about classes. 
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The mms of physical education, it has been premised, are achieved through 
physical activity as part of a multi activity approach, a teacher centered model of teaching 
that exposes students to a variety of different sports in a relatively short unit curriculum 
units. Most of the multi activity physical edUcation lessons in schools are primarily about 
sport, yet they fail to look anything like port as it is practiced in the community. 
Con~equently, many students have formed a dislike to physical education. Locke (1992), 
in his criticism of the multi activity curriculum model in secondary schools in North 
America, has pointed out the dominance of short units with only brief introductory level 
instrucjon. The lack of meaning for students involved in this trivialisation of sport is 
clearly identified. 
While physical education has some problems of identity and perceived importance 
in schools, which have been highlighted by the Senate Standing Committee on Physical 
and Sport Education Report (December 1992) and ongoing attempts to set up a National 
Curriculum in the health and physical education learning area, recognizing these problems 
may only solve part of the problem of how sport is taught in schools. Locke (1992, 
p.36I) asserts that, "replacing the dominant curriculum is the only course of action that 
can save a place for physical education in secondary schools." Some of its conventional 
practices are now being scrutinized ar.d new ways of approaching the subject are· bring 
facilitated. One emerging approach is sport education. 
Sport education is a curriculum model for teaching that g1ves many of the 
educational decisions to students. This contrasts with the teacher centered model, typical 
of most physical education programmes in Western Australian schools and in North 
America. (Locke, 1992). Sport education is structured with many of the characteristics of 
community sport. Students take on the roles of captain/coach, manager, first aid officer, 
publicity officer and player. It should be noted that sport education is not designed to 
replace physical education, but become that part of physical education that educates 
students in sport. 
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to determine the attitudes of students in set roles who 
are participating in a sport education program in a selected government high school. 
Researchers have become aware that physical education students spend most of their time 
engaged in physical education, in the learning of basic sport skills which for some have 
been mastered 3-4 years previously. This has led to many students, pt~.rticularly the higher 
skilled students who play sport outside of school, and thf! less skilled students who 
manage to hide themselves in a lesson and not participate, having a negative attitude 
towards multi activity physical educrttion. (Becker, 1981; Earl and Stennett, 1983; Luke 
and Sinclair, 1991; Siedentop et aL, 1986). 
The aims of physical education are described by Andrews (1979, p.l27), 11To 
develop the knowledge, skills and attitudes to enable individuals to participate in physical 
acti'lity in their leisure time." and Maunsell (1985, p.l 0). "The physical education 
curriculum should provide apprnpriate opportunities for children to develop fundamental 
skills and understandings of a variety of sports in order for the individ:..Ial to participate in 
sport as a leisure pursuit." Clearly these aims arc not being met by traditional physical 
education programs (Rink, 1985). Sport education meanwhile is said to educate students 
in the fullest sense of the term. Students take over many of the roles that adults would fill 
in community sport. Therefore, determining attitudes of students towards their roles in 
sport education and consequently their willingness to participate in physical education, will 
add to the growing body of knowledge that will help suggest whether sport education is 
more conducive than multi activity physk,a1 education to achieving the aims of physical 
education outlined by Andrews (1979) and Maunsell (1985). 
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Significance of the Study. 
lNhile other studies have researched attitudes of students towards sport education 
in New Zealand (Grant, Sharp & Sicdentop, 1992; Pope, 1992), there is a distinctive need 
for a Western Australian focused study before any real conclusions about the viability of 
sport education as a possible alternative to the multi activity model in Western Australian 
schools, can be established. 
If the results from this study show that attitudes of students to the set roles they 
must assume in sport education are negative, then the success of this model of sport 
education as an alternative to the multi activity curriculum model at Rlchardson could be 
questioned. If, on the other hand, attitudes of students are positive, then this could 
indicate that sport education, or a modified version of such, could replace the multi 
activity model in physical education. This could lead to possible in servicing of physical 
education teachers, in the sport education curriculum model as well as a new focus in 
teacher edt!cation institutions in sport education. This could indeed be a major implication 
for the way that spmi is taught in Wt:;!stern Australian schools and it could promote the 
mutual support of sport by the school and the community. 
Limitations of the Study 
I. Only one high school will be involved in the study. 
2. Only volunteer students who are filling the specified roles will be interviewed. 
3. Only one physical education class participating in a sport education model will 
be the focus of the study. 
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Research Questions 
Major Research Question 
•1.0 What are student attitudes to their roles and responsibilities within a sport 
education e:urricu\um model in physical education? 
Subsidiary Questions. 
•2.1 What do students see as their respon!:>ibilities in the role they are fulfilling during a 
seq_son of sport education? 
o2.2 What are the attitudes of students towards their responsibilities when participating 
in a role in a season of sport education? 
•2.3 Would students wish to participate in a major role in another sport education 
curriculum model? 
By establishing answers to these questions, the attitudes of students within their set 
sporting roles in a version of the sport education experience will be documented. This 
information will then be used to help inform debate about the merits of sport educ.ation as 
a curriculum model for the teaching of sport in physical education classes in Western 
Australian schools. 
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Literature Review 
In order to address the research questions, the literature review will focus on the 
following areas: 
I. Crisis in physical education. 
2. Sport education. 
3. Attitudes of students towards physical education and 
community sport. 
Crisis in Physical Education 
Nettleton (19S5, p.3) explains, "We are being dominated by an academic 
curriculum." This pattern is clearly evident in schools in Western Australia. Students are 
becoming less literate and consequently society has been pushing for more emphasis on 
core subjects like Maths, Science anri English. Unfortunately, the time needed in the 
school timetable must be found from somewhere, and in most cas.es iL i:; the non-academic 
subjects that are suffering. Physical education is one of those subjects and as a result of 
. the push to a more academic curriculum, its existence in the school curriculum is being 
questioned. Metzler (1990) argues, that despite the regular and rightful claims we make 
for our place in education, we stand on an eroding base of support 
Lock.;. (1992) has strongly suggested that cne possible reason for this is because 
many see;ondary school physical education programs fail to achieve their objectives and 
that a disturbing number of students report strong negative feelings about the class, 
physical activity and themselves. Similarly, Rink (1985, p. vii) suggests, "We have 
become painfully aware that students in physical education classes spend most of their 
time inactive with regard to the psychomotor goals of the lesson." Starting late, finishing 
early and spending too much time in transitions and managerial tasks is all too common in 
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physical education classf' fhis has resulted in decreased time for students to participate 
in physical activity, decreased effectiveness of the lesson and with it, the chance for 
students to learn. 
The aims of physic-al education, .it has been suggested, are achieved through 
physica.l activity as part r:~ a multi activity approach. This model has been nurtured by the 
unit curriculum and appears to be the dominant curriculum model in Western Australian 
schools. Multi activity based physical education involves exposing students to short 6-8 
week unit curriculum units (80-100 minutes a week in most schools) of varied sport 
flavoured skills instruction. Students do not have set sporting roles such as coach, 
management board of control or publicity officer nor are they affiliated for the season to a 
set team. In multi activity physical education teams am selected in an ad hoc manner ai the 
end of a unit. Most activities in the~~ session~ are ::kill practices, combined with isolated 
pockets of sport like games, with units rarely having a culminating event. The sense of a 
festival and the importance of a final is lost in physical education. Physical education in 
schools is therefore primarily about sport, yet it fails to look anything like sport as it is 
practised in the community. 
The multi activity approach has emerged a;; a result of preceding philosophies in 
physical education including; Drill {pre W.W.II), the Scientific and Movement approach 
(1960's), the Recreation approach (1970's) and the Co-education approach in the 1980's. 
Unfortunately, all of these models have often failed to produce sports players; one of the 
major aims of physical education espoused by Andrews (1979), Maunsell (1985) and many 
physical education curriculum documents e.g. Unit Curriculum Ministerial Policy. The 
problem however, as Siedentop et al. (1986) argue, is that although the multi activity 
physical education model tends to have a sporting flavor, it is typically being utilized 
without reference to the true characteristics that gives sport its meaning. Many students, 
particularly those that have experienced community sport are becoming dissatisfied with 
physical education when it is compared with the community sporting structure. 
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Siedentop et a!. (!986, p.l91) explain that, "Sports teams and clubs tend to breed 
intimacy, dedicatior., socialization, competence and commitment. These qualities are often 
lacking from school physical education prograrnmes. 11 Locke (1992) in his criticism of the 
multi activity curriculum model in secondary schools in North America, has pointed out 
the dominance of short units with only brief introductory level instruction. The lack of 
meaning for students to this trivialisation of ::.port is clearly identified. 
While these benefits of sport can easily be seen in community sport, many 
negative aspects of sport are becoming increasingly evident. One good example is the 
11win at all costs11 attitudes of parents towards junior sport and the way that this standpoint 
has been instilled in their children. Australia is a great sporting nation, a nation of 
champions, but unfortunately competing in sport for fun seems to have taken a bac!-: seat 
for the need to win. Siedentop et a!. stress a need for "good sport", one in which 
participants, "Practice sustained involvement, the learning of specific skills, the 
understanding of rules and strategies and an appreciation for the customs and traditions of 
the sport. This is why they require education." (1986, p.190). This therefore strengthens 
the importance of schools in providing a basis for education in, through and about 1good 
sport. 1 
Clearly physical educatiOn has some problems of identity and perceived importance 
in schools, which are JUghlighted by the Senate Standing Committee on Physical and Sport 
Education Report (December 1992), the ongoing Western Australian government inquiry 
into Physical and Sport Education and attempts to set up a National Curricuium. These 
documents outline the fact that physicai education has no coherent policies, no defined or 
agreed outcomes, confusion between what is physical education, what is sport and what is 
school sport, and as a result, a reduction in the number of physical education classes and 
physical educators. Unfortunately, recognizing these facts may only solve part of the 
problem of how sport is taught in schools. Locke (1992, p.361) asserts that, "Replacing 
the dominant curriculum model is the only course of action that can save a place for 
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physical education in secondary schools." One possible solution to the problem is sport 
educatior., which places both teachers and students in vastly different roles. 
Sport Education 
Sport education involves a more student centered style of teaching that gives many 
of the educational decisions to students. This contrasts with the teacher centered model 
that is taught in most physical education classes in Western Australian schools and which 
Locke (1992) says typifies physical education in North America. Sport education is 
structured with many of the characteristics of community sport, with students taking on 
the roles of coach, management board of control, first aid officer, publicity officer and 
player. These roles are often undertaken by adults in the community and in many physical 
education settings where teachers assume all responsibility in this regard. This student 
centered approach is commonly practiced in other curr!culum areas and has been well 
received in outdoor education. 
Sport education differs in organisation and implementation from the dominant 
multi activity physical education curriculum model in a number of ways. (Grant et al., 
1992; SPARC, 1993). Sport education involves seasons rather than units, students 
experience affiliation to a team, there is a formal schedule of competition, there ts a 
festival culminating event, records of student and team achievements are kept and 
publicized and in sport education, ·teachers assume the role of coaches or sports 
coordinator5, and not the usual teacher-directed instructional format. Sport education is 
designed to supplement inter-school and community sport. Maximum participation is one 
strategy of sport education and this is accomplished in many cases by modifYing the 
sports, as the Edith Cowan University Sport Education Research Project Report ( 1993) 
point:; out, "Sport education is best pursue:d when students are optimally involved. 
Therefore, activities such as six a side soccer or three person volleyba!l are no doubt better 
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for sport educ<.tion than for more adult forms of the activity." Nixon and Locke (1973), 
agree with this strategy in their research on teaching and recommend a teaching 
environment that maximizes learning. It is suggested that when students are ideally 
involved in maximum p<J.rticipation sport education lessons, not only will they learn more, 
but they will tend to like it more. By structuring physical edi!Cation and sport in this way, 
the primary objective of sport education, helping students to become skilled sport 
participants and good sports persons, could be achieved. Grant eta!. (1992) believed that 
in sport education, students will deveiop optimal skills and fitness specific to particular 
sports, experience and appreciate the social and personal values of sport, share in planning 
and administ.ering sport, understand and value 1fdir play1 issues, and decide voluntarily to 
become actively involved in sport outside of school. 
As part of a collaborative research project in New Zealand, Grant et al. (1992) 
completed a study of Form 5 (year II) students participating in the sport education 
curriculum model. Their findings document teacher perceptions of sport education and 
the J.ttitudes of students, as inferred by teachers. The study showed that many teachers 
were concerned about the amount of time requested for the season. The season in sport 
education would be considerably longer than a normal unit of time allocated in the 
curriculum model currently in use in New Zealand schools. Teachers were at first 
apprehensive about using sport education, being involved meant, ~>teachers challeng'3d 
their own beliefs about the role of sport in physical education, their own philosophy about 
teaching and questioned the significance of physical education in their school. 11 (Grant et 
al., 1992, p.2I) It was found the process used in implementing sport education was more 
important than the choice of the sport to be used. As the season progressed, students 
were given more and more responsibility until they controlled nearly all of the lesson. 
11This was reported to make the sport education exPerience more like 1rear sport. 11 (C-.rant 
et al., 1992, p.21) Teachers subsequently found that the interactions between them ;md 
students had changed significantly and for the better. 
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While all students were said to improve in different aspects of the sport, it was the 
lower skilled students and those who are hesitant in participating that seemed to benefit 
greatly from participation. "The students who gained the most were the less skilled and 
those .usually reluctant to be f~nthusiastic participants during physical education." (Grant et 
al., 1992, p. 21) Although students were competitive, they approached sport education in 
a different manner to when the teacher was up the front of the class and in charge. Many 
students had dropped out and were not currently playing sport in the community. Sport 
education had a big impact on these students as Grant et al. (1992, p.21) explain, "In 
several schools a number of students began to play sport again either as a player or a 
coach or manager or assistant organizer for a student's sports program in the school or 
community." It was noted that when the sport education curriculum model was not 
applied in full, the sport education experience was not fortuitous. Unfortunately, when the 
teacher was absent from the class, sport education ceased to exist. In concluding, Grant et 
al. ( 1992) outlined the many difficulties that the teachers faced when implementing sport 
education and put fmward a positive reaction to the model from the students. The results 
of this study were therefore from the attitudes of the teache,..s and students, and not from 
the~ students themselves. 
Clive Pope (1992) also researched the attitudes of students towards sport 
education in New Zealand in his study, 'An ethnographic investigation to student and 
teacher response'. Pope gave a number of students a questionnaire regarding their 
; perceptions of sport education. His results showed that approximately 80% of students 
reported enjoying participating in sport education. Enjoyment was a major concern of the 
students with Pope recording every student in the study as stating they agree or strongly 
agree that enjoyment was the most important factor in their participation. 
The roles in sport education se~med important to the success of the model. Pope 
reported that nearly all students easily understood the role of captain, coach and player, 
but approximately two thirds had trouble in understanding the role of the manager. He 
II 
then concluded that approximately 85% of students said that they would like to take part 
in sport after they leave school, something that the multi activity model aims to do but 
appears to fail to deliver. The multi activity curriculum model does not typically plan for 
extra curricular involvement. 
Pope also interviewed some of the students and their conunents quite clearly 
indicated a favourable attitude towards sport education. Students are reported !o have 
said; "We can do our own thing, it's good for learning responsibility, it's great having a 
class member as a coach, we listened to each other, we were shocked at how little the 
teacher did or needed to do, the teacher did not interfere, we were allowed to have an 
input and we learned to work together and teac11 each o~her." (Pope, 1992, appendix.!). 
While Pope studied the attitudes of students to sport education, it was based on 
their perceptions of the subject as a whole. The many roles that students play in sport 
education are very important and reactions of students specifically to these roles were not 
identified. 
Sadler (1993) used a version of the Academic Learning Time in Physic-al Education 
(AL T -PE) systematic observation instrument developed by Taggart (1993) to calculate 
exactly what two students did in a sport education volleyball lesson; a student manager 
and a student whose only role was that of player. The student in the managerial position 
was a highly skilled student while the player was of a much lower ability. This study 
showed that high ability student was engaged in activity time for approximately 23.5% of 
the lesson, in transition for approxinptely 20.4%, in management for 2.2%, knowledge for 
2.7%, off-task for 4% and waiting for 47.1% of the time. The time engaged in each 
component of the lesson was approximately the same as those described by Siedentop 
(1991) of a student in a non-sport education curriculum model. 
For the lower skilled student, Sadler (1993) reported that she was off task 2.4% of 
the time, in management for 12.5%, in transition for 6.8%~ in activity for 6.6% and 
waiting around for 71.7% of the time. If students are not in activity, then they are highly 
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likely to be doing something that they are not supposed to be doing, and this would be 
shown in the amount of off-task behaviour of that student. This instrument indicated that 
the lower skilled student had a large amount of time not engaged in activity and just 
-
waiting to have a go, bl!t only had a very small amount of time off-task. From this 
evidence Sadler (1993) co~cludr;d that there was some process occurring in the lesson that 
kept that student interested in the lesson. He concluded that further research needed to be 
done to find out what this process was, which the ALT instrument could not detect. 
Braithwaite (1967) in his novel, 'To Sir with Love', wrote about a radical change 
within the educational system in which an effort was being made to adapt an unfeeling, 
ban-en and diluted grammar school curriculum to secondary school students. The teacher 
was required to approach students in a radicaliy different manner and regard them all as 
separate identities, moving away from the strict rules and facts of the teacher dominant 
traditional London school. Most teacher education programs in physical education appear 
to be where Braithwaite was in 1967, that is they are reflective of this traditional style of 
teaching, where teachers are typically dominant, in charge, up front and in control of all 
the decision making. Elements of this novel were to receive acknowledgment in reports 
such a Newson's (1963, p.71), "Much depends on thoughtful and efficient organisation, 
but even more fundamental are the personal relations which exist between teachers and 
pupils." Newsons' report suggested that a more student centered style program would be 
more beneficial to students. Bernstein (1967, p.281) believes that it is the social aspects 
that are the most .beneficiaL 11 Social aspects of school experience may become more 
important as shifts occur within the educational system from a 'closer to a more 'flexible' 
structure." Sport education is reflective of this style of teaching and claims social 
development as one of its major outcomes. 
Sport education caii also be related to Mosston aud Ashworth (1986), 
development of a spectrum of teaching styles ranging from style A (command style), 
which is a teacher centered style, to style J (self-teaching style), which is a completely 
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student centered style. Sport education lessons are not unlike Mosston and Ashworth's 
(1986) style I model of teaching (Leamer's Initiated Style). This model is positioned near 
the student centered end of the spectrum. The roles of the students described in this style 
are very similar to those of the captain and the coach in sport education. The learner 
initiated teaching style creates a different reality for the teacher and learner who are use to 
a more teacher centered style. It is the learner, not th~ teacher who takes almost 
maximum responsibility for initiating and conducting the learning experiences. i.e. the 
coach will set up and implement the practices for the team, not the teacher. 
According to Mosston and Ashwor1 (1986), the students in the Learner Initiated 
style take over the decisions in the: I) Pre-impact stage: wh:~h includes decisions made 
prior to face to face contact between the teacher and student. e.g. the coach may decide 
that his/her team needs to improve in a specific skill and will design a practice to improve 
the team in that area. 2) Impact stage: which includes decisions made during the 
performan:::e of the task. e.g. tbe captain may decide that the team strategy they are using 
is not working so he or she devises a strategy and the team then practices it v.hile they are 
waiting to bat 3) Post-impact stage: which includes decisions made concerning 
performance evaluation and feedback to the learner. e.g. the managers at the end of the 
game select the two best players fi·om the opposing team for championship points. 
In addition, as Mosston and Ashworth (1986, p.229) explain, "In the impact stage 
the learner, now the teacher, checks in periodically with the class teacher to share 
decisions made in the pre-impact stage regarding discoveries and performances to take 
place in the impact stage. The role of the teacher is to listen, watch, ask questions, and 
alert the key learners to decisions they might have omitted. The teacher is, in effect, in a 
supportive role." This is certainly true of the teacher'3 role during sport education lessons. 
In further understanding the role reversal we could examine sport education by 
utilizing Dunkin and Biddle's (1974, p.38) model of classroom teaching. Dunkin and 
Biddle (1974, p.36) indicated that while, "The model concerns itself with properties of 
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teachers and pupils ... with the process of teaching itself.. we must also consider the 
outcomes of education." They label these areas as presage, context, process and product 
variables. 
Presage variables centre around the teacher, that is the qualities of the teacher, the 
teacher training that that teacher undertook and any other factors that would influence the 
way that teacher is, and how they would teach. "Presage variables concern the 
characteristics of teachers that may be examined for their effects on the teaching process." 
(Dunkin and Biddle, 1974, p.39). In most cases it is these presage variables that could be 
one major cause of the success/failure of sport education. 1vlo5t teachers would have been 
trained in a more teacher centered style of teaching, most common in teacher training 
institutes, and so many teachers may find it difficult to hand over most of the responsibility 
in sport education to the students. This point is agreed by SPARC (1993, p.I9) in their 
summary of teacher comments to sport education which stated, "I was really sceptical of 
handing over responsibility to the students at first because of the type of kids at this 
school." Many will clearly have to question the1r philo~ophy of physical education in 
order to implement and then make sport education work. 
"Context variables concern the conditions to which the teacher must adjust-
charaCteristics of the environment." (Dunkin and Biddle, 1974, p.41) It is concerned with 
. 
what attributes the students bring into the lesson as well as the resources available to the 
teacher. Context variables can also be a problem when first implementing sport education. 
Firstly, most students would not be used to a more student centered style of teaching and 
so it may take some time before they start to take responsibilities seriously in their roles in 
sport education. Secondly, many schools may not have the resources to implement many 
sports in sport education. This could be overcome by choosing sports that do not require 
much equipment such as basketball and/or fit into their timetable. 
Process variables involve what happens in tP..e classroOm, including teaching and 
learning. practices and interactions betwec!l teachers and students and students with their 
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peers. 11Process variables concern the actual activities of classroom teaching- what 
teachers and pupils do in the classroom. 11 (Dunkin and Biddle, 1974, p.44). In sport 
education, the process variables are very different when compared to multi activity 
physical education. The teacher is no longer in t:h:.'..rge. and up front, 1t is ('l.e stuUcuts that 
assume much of the teacher's role. The teacher is no longer seen as an instructional 
leader, but as a head coach or national coaching director, that will guide students if they 
require help. The teacher assumes a facilitative role in promoting learning. 
Prociuct variables :Urn to influence educational outcomes in .:~. positive way. They 
include not only the long and short term effects of the lesson (process variables) on the 
student, but on the teacher as well. ''Product variables concern the outcomes of teaching-
those changes that come about in pupils as a result of their involvement in classroom 
activities with teachers and other pupils." (Dunkin and Biddle, 1974, p.46). Sport 
education in the current climate of accountability for educational outcomes, will therefore 
need to determine what outcomes result from student participation in a sport education 
curriculum model. From here students and teachers participate in the next lesson of sport 
education and these product variables then become the presage and context variable~ of 
the next lesson, and so the cycle continues. 
Attitudes of students towards Physical Education and Community 
Sport. 
The concept of attitude, like many theoretical concepts are a creation, a construct. 
It is not something that can be easily examined or measured in the same way as the 
physical features of a classroom or the length of a managerial episode, but can only be 
inferred by the actions and words of an individual. For example, if student.s tum up late to 
physical education a number of times, fail to participate in practice and somehow manage 
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to hide themselves in a playing position where they never touch the ball, then we can say 
that they have a negative attitude. That is, attitudes can be inferred from observed 
behaviours. Not all behaviours and actiuns are as easy to infer as this. Other students 
may join in effectively, get top grades on performance and ye:t still say that they dislike 
physical Gducation. It would he more difficult to determine the attitude of a student like 
this as Hennerson, Morris and Fitz·Gibbon (1978, p.ll) exp!ain, 11 The Lask of measuring 
attitudes is not a simple one. What's more, attempting to demonstrate attitude change, as 
some evah.1ations require, is probably the most difficult of all evaluation tasks. 11 
When attempting to measure complex attitudes such as those a student has for a 
subject, we have to look at many facets of a student's experiences in school including 
feelings about the teacher, nature of the school subject itself, learning uctivities. classmates 
and interactions that occur in dasses. By observing student behaviour and clarifying 
student actions with questioning as to the reasons for the actions, researchers can with 
sorr:e accuracy, inf;er the attitude of that student 'Wwards the subject. 
Cole and Chr.:1 ( 1987) in their research into studenes attitudes devdoped a model 
that they consider to be the he.'it representation of the many factors affecting student's 
attitudes and their relationship between each of the factors. This is outlined in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. "Cole ~nd Chan's Model of Attitude Formation." 
Cole and Chan (1987) outline five categories that they advocate as the basis for 
developing a sound picture of a particular student's attitude. 
The first category, intrinsic motivation, refers to student's incentive to \vo;'t.. for 
their own satisfaction, rather than for the teacher or to achieve good grades. "An 
intrinsically motivated student is prepared to attempt solutions to problems on their own 
ratl--..;{ than depending on the teacher for help or guidance." (Cole and Chan, 1987, p.214) 
Students are likely to prefer challenging work rather th~n easy work and as Cole and Chan 
(1987, p.214) explain, "have internalized a system of mastery goals and evaluative 
standards which allow them to make independent judgments about their success or 
failure." In sport education teachers must rely on the intrinsic motivation of students in 
roles, such as that of coach, to take it upon themselves to self evaluate their performances 
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and those of their team and then attemr;t solutions( e.g. skills or practices) that will help 
them and their team overcome the problem. 
Perceived competence refers to, "personal views about ~me's own capabilities in 
various skill domains." (Cole and Chan, 1987, p.215) PerceiVed social competence is 
therefore formed through experiences with friends and class mates, cognitive competence 
by the students' appraisal of their academic performance and physical competence by the 
students' capabilities in physical activity. Perceived competence is closely related to actual 
levels of performance and student intrinsic motivation. "The higher student's perceptions 
of competence the more likely they are to engage in mastery learning That is, they are 
more likely to be intrinsically motivated." (Cole and Chan, 1987, p.215) In sport 
education, achievement is team based, that is the team develops social, physical and 
cognitive competence at the same time, although each team membc: will develop at 
different rates and at different levels. For students in specific roles such as that of 
manager, achievement by the team is seen as an extension of their perceived competence. 
e.g. not only are they achieving, but they are helping others achieve. 
Effect on schoollcarning refers to the, "Attitudes, values, interests and preferences 
that students express about particular subject...teachers personality and teaching 
competence ... the school and the process of schooling." (Cole and Chan, 1987, p.216). 
1) Subject related effect: Some students may have a high subject related effect towards 
physical education but not for English. Generally if they feel competent with that subject 
then they will state that they like the subject or have a high subject related effect. Cole 
and Chan (1987, p.216) believe that, "Both achievement and motivation inter<"!.ct over time 
to cause the observed effects." 2) Teacher related effect: Some styles of teachers are not 
liked by some students and this will affect the level of teacher related effect that that 
student has for that particular teacher. "In general, students are motivated to work more 
diligently in subjects taught by teachers they like." (Cole and Chan, 1987, p.216). 
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3) School related effect: If students are good at most school work and they have good 
relationships with their friends and teachers then they would have a high school related 
effect. "Favorable attitudes towards school are usually associated with high leve:s of 
motiyalion and subsequent achievement." (Cole and Chan, 1987, p.216) 
Perception of control refers to, "Student's personal views of the source of control, 
that is, the causes of success anrl failure." (Cole and Chan, 1987, p.216) Students who 
believe that their efforts are the causes of their successes or failures are more likely to 
persist in activities. This is because, as Cole tmd Chan (1987, p.216) explain, "Students 
who have internal perceptions of control have high expectations of success and are 
motivated to work hard because they realize that success or failure will depend on their 
own effort and appropriate use of strategy." Teams in sport education are organized so 
that they are relatively even in ability. Students are txpected to have a high perception of 
control as the more work that the team does, the more likely they are to achieve. 
Achievement in sport education is team based. Achievement of the team affects, in 
some way, the other four categories in Cole and Chan's model. e.g. the team completes a 
double play in softball, then this will affect the perceived competence of the team, their 
perception of control, their motivation to do it again and their perceived competence in 
softball. 
Attitudes to Physical education (Subject Related Effect) 
Research into physical education has shown some startling results. Many students 
now see physical education as slack, boring, too repetitive and no longer want to 
participate. This is evident in studies by Locke (1992) who concluded that many students 
report strong neg2tive feelings about the class, physical activity and themselves with 
compulsory attendance in physical education. Similarly, Becker (1982) reported that more 
competent students consider other subjects more important than physical education and 
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that physical education was boring. Earl and Stennett (1983) support Locke and Becker's 
argument and found that many students believed other subjects were more impo>:!ant ti'an 
physical education and they were unable to fit physical education in their timetabl.~. It was 
shown that 62%.of students said that they disliked aspects oft he program. The questio·.1 
that needs to be asked is, "Why do many students have a negative attitude towa·.-ds 
physical education and no longer want to participate?". 
Tinning and Fitzclarence (1992) believe it is because of what they term the 
postmodern youth culture. Students are s:naped by what they see in society by the use of 
the media and television. "The curriculum does not excite or stimulate adolescents who 
outside of school live in what might be called a postmodern youth culture, inextricably 
shaped by television and the information society. "(p.287) In conclusion Tinning and 
Fitzclarence ( J 992) noted that the irony was that many students who considered physical 
education boring at school stated that they considered physical activity as a significant part 
of their life outside of school. 
Page, Frey, Talbert and Falk (1992, p.212) believe that peer relationships may be 
one cause of these negative attitudes towards physical activity and a decline on their 
willingnes~ to participate in physical education. "It is surprising that physical educators 
have largely failed to consider the potential impact of loneliness and poor peer 
relationships in determining physical activity participation and physical fitness· among 
children." They concluded that, "Physical activity is often a sodal activity involving 
group.~ of. children such as teams, friends and clubs. Lonely children may lack the social 
skills necessary to interact and function effectively in groups. This could potentially 
perpetuate a cycle of poor social interaction, rejection, reduced physical activity, and 
reduced physical fitness." (Page eta!., 1992, p.216). Luke and Sinclair (1991, p.44) in 
their research on adolescents' attitudes towards physical education believe that it is the 
nature of physical education itself that is the problem. "Curriculum content and teacher 
behaviour were considered to be the most important detenninants of students attitudes by 
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all groups of students and accounted for 58.8% of the positive statements and 71.46% of 
the negative statements." They concluded that, "Overall, the highest positive support was 
for team games in the curriculum." {Luke and Sinclair, 1991, p.37). Similarly, Figley 
(1985) in his research placed the nature of the curriculum as the highest ranked 
determinant of students' attitudes. SP ARC (1993, p.ll) believe that it is the media thlt 
have altered the expectations of students and that has causes many of the negative 
attitudes, ''The media displays an image of sport which youngsters see as being far 
removed from their school experiences.". 
Browne ( 1992) in her research on the 'Reasons for the selectirm or non selection of 
physical education studies by year 12 girls' concluded that many girls did not choose 
Physical Education Studies because, "Other subjects where more important to thei~ career 
plans (95%) and that they could not fit Physical Education Studies into their 
timetable(57%) ... Many girls just thought that they obtained enough exercise outside of 
school." (Browne, 1992, p.407) Browne's research typifies the way students see physical 
education as relatively unimportant. 
Attitudes to Community Sport 
In 1991, the Australian Sports Commission published a document called, 'Sport for 
Young Australians'. This document was aimed at providing information that would guide 
youth sport policy and programs. Over 1700 students and 100 parents took part in the 
survey through 10 different communities. Most young people in this study saw sport as 
providing skill acquisition, self-improvement and the discipline of commitment. Both boys 
and girls stated that they thought team sports were more enjoyable than individual sports. 
"Boys and girls considered team sports to be more attractive than individual sports, which 
they see as relatively more boring and less challenging." (Australian Sports Commission, 
1991, p.9) The study highlighted the need for social interaction in sport. Students valued 
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friendship and 8 out of 10 of the group believed that sport helped you make friends. 
Commitment in the sporting context was translated as being wanted, "Young people like 
the sense of being needed and valued that belonging to a team provides." (Australian 
Sports Commission, 1991, p.ll) The responses of many of the students suggested that 
they were m,otivated to play sport by the group they were involved in. "Experienceing 
positive emotions of pride, accomplishment and exhilaration motivates young people to 
keep on playing sport." (Australian Sports Commission, 1991, p.II) Such findings 
support the implementation of sport education as it incorporates many of the perceived 
values students identifY as within community sport. 
'What is most interesting for physical education in general, and sport education in 
particular, is that many adolescents in the community wanted to take on more 
responsibility and get involved more. "They are keen to be involved in coaching and 
leadership programs that allow them to help others while developing and improving their 
own skills." (Australian Sports Commission, 1991, p.23) Many parents stated that they 
thought community sport as being more important and more beneficial to their children 
that physical education. "Parents consider that community clubs provide a higher standard 
of coaching than schools." (Australian Sports Commission, 1991, p.22). 
It appears that sport can provide many students with something that they all enjoy 
and are motivated to do. From the attitudes of the students in this survey sport, 
"Provides many young people with that rare commodity- something they want to do and 
their. parents like them doing." (Australian Sports Commission, 1991, p.8) The conclusions 
of the Australian Sports Commission document outline these quite clearly, but the fact still 
remains, that many students are unfit and are still not involved in sport. 
Previous research in physical education has shown that many students have a 
negative attitude to many aspects of the current curriculum model being used in physical 
education. (Becker, 1982; Earl and Stennett, 1983; Page et al., 1992; Luke and Sinclair, 
1991; SPARC, 1993; Figley, 1985). On the other hand, research has shown that students 
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have shown a more positive attitude towards community sport. (Australian Sports 
Commission, 1991). Sport education involves the running of a communlty style sporting 
program in physical education classes. While Grant et al. (1992) reported on the attitudes 
of students by analyzing teacher comments, and Pope (1992) analyzed attitudes of 
students to the process of sport education in general as compared to the curriculum model 
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used previously in the school, neither have looked specifically at student responses to the 
way they see their roles and the behaviours that they must undertake in fulfilling these 
roles. This is one of the most important factors in implementing a sport education 
curriculum mode!. Sadler (1993) suggested that a more in-depth study into student 
attitudes is needed to find out more about what exactly is going on in the minds of the 
students in sport education. This study aims to start where other studies have stopped and 
look more closely at the attitudes of students; including the perceptions, attitudes and 
behaviours of students in the set roles that they must assume within a model of sport 
education. 
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Conceptual Framework 
.-A conceptual framework is used for explaining, either by the use of a flow diagram 
or in a narrative form. the dimensions to be studied in the research. It involves identifying 
the research variables, labeling each of them with a descriptive name and then clarifYing 
the relationship between them The development of a conceptual framework helps to focus 
the research. (See figure 2). 
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FigUre 3. Variables contributing to the attitudes of students towards their roles and 
responsibilities in a model of sport education. 
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The conceptual framework shows that students experience sport in a number of 
ways ranging from community sport, to inter school sport, multi activity physical 
education and sport education. 
Branching from the sport education curriculum model, students develop attitudes 
to their roles and responsibilities in sport education. It is considered that during physical 
education lessons, attitude formation is more likely to develop and is therefore the level at 
which this thesis will focus. Attitudes can be developed in a number of ways as shown, by 
adapting the model of student attitudes by Cole and Chan (1987, p.2!4), with each 
variable influencing the next and vice versa. Perceived competence/achievement refers to 
personal views about ones abilities in various skill domains. Perceived cognitive 
competence is the result of students' self-evaluation of their academic performance, as 
their phYsical and social competence is determined by their abilities in physical activities 
and their relationships with friends, respectively. Perceived competence is closely related 
to a student's level of performance and is reinforced by achievement. Intrinsic motivation 
refers to the willingness of students to work for their own satisfaction and not to please 
the teacher or to obtain good grades. Perception of control is a student's perception of 
how their own efforts will control success and failure in order to achieve a task. In the 
same respect, student achievement includes attainment of success of these tasks. Roles 
and responsibilities are the perceptions of students to the behaviours and words associated 
with the perceived responsibilities of the role that they are playing in sport education. 
Subject related effect encompasses the attitudes, values, interests and preferences that 
students have about a particular subject, while school related effect looks at the attitudes, 
values and interests that are associated with school and the process of schooling. 
The ideas proposed by Gibbon and Bressan (1991) were taken into accuunt when 
choosing the conceptual framework fo.r this study. Gibbon and Bressan (1991) outlined 
the complexity of dealing with the affective domain. They believed that the affective 
domain in physical education was concerned with, "a formal effort to facilitate a positive 
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attitude towards moving as a lived body experience through moral and aesthetic aspects." 
(p.84). With this in mind, the conceded that it may be possible due to the nature of the 
subject that, " believing that knowing what you know may be as important as what you do 
not know, then rejecting this framework would also be an important benefit." (p.94) It as 
therefor decided that Cole and Chan1s (I 987) model of attitude formation provided a 
simple to follow and use conceptual framework that would best suit this study. It 
examined many aspects that form part of determining student's attitudes that were 
described by Gibbon and Bressan (1991). 
Attitudes of students towards their roles and responsibilities in sport education can 
help indicate a student1s attitude towards sport education and towards physical education 
The conceptual framework highiights the importance of establishing the relationship 
between the numerous variables affecting attitudes of students towards sport education, 
and how they can be used to help infer the attitudes of students towards sport e.ducation 
and in turn physical education. 
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Methodology 
Design of the study 
This study employed a qualitative, naturalistic ethnography as the main method of 
data collection and analysis. "Ethnography involves intensive data collection, that is, 
collection of data over an extended period of time in a natural setting." (Gay, 1987, p.209) 
The advantage of doing this style of research is outlined by Gay. "The variables being 
investigated are studied where they naturally occur, as they naturally occur, not in 
researched-controlled environments under research-controlled conditions. Interviews 
were therefore the main strategy of data collection. Field notes and student journal entries 
were used to help triangulate responses to the interviewer's questions. The weaknesses of 
each method may be compensated by strengths of the other methods used in the study. 
This research was only a small ethnographic study and therefore aimed to provide a sound 
base for the development of hypotheses in further studies. It aimed to find a lot about a 
little, not a little about a lot; to provide detailed descriptions of just what students really 
say, behave, think, talk about and feel, to form the basis for developing an understanding 
of students' attitude's towards their roles and responsibilities in sport education. 
Subjects 
Students in this study were participating in the sport education curriculum model, 
as part of their physical education programme, in a selected high school in the 
metropolitan area. The school was chosen from one of the 19 schools piloting the sport 
education curriculum model. Five year nine students were chosen for this study. All 
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students were participating in sport education in second semester of the school year. 
None of the students had participated in a sport education season before. One student 
was selected at random in each of the specific sport education roles of management board 
of control, captain/coach, first aid officer, player and advertising/publicity officer. 
Instruments 
Interviews are, "Essentially the oral, in-person, administration of a questionnaire to 
each member of a sample." (Gay, 1987, p.202) and were the main method of data 
collection used in this study. Information was then triangulated by the use of descriptive 
field notes of multiple sites in each lesson to cross-check data in the interviews, along with 
brief student journals oftheir thoughts throughout the sport education season. Interviews 
are widely used methods for obtaining information in educational research and were used 
in this study to acquire detailed information concerning student attitudes towards their set 
roles and responsibilities in sport education. "Use of interviews is most appropriate when 
you want information about how people behave under certain circumstances." (Hennerson 
et a!., 1978, p.22). Using interviews has several advantages. Firstly, when well 
conducted, they can produce in-depth data not gathered by other forms of data collection. 
Secondly, they are flexible and an interviewer can adapt the situation to each subject. 
Unclear or incomplete responses can be followed up and may result in, "more accurate and 
honest responses since the interviewer can explain and clarifY both the purpose of the 
research and the individual questions." (Gay, 1987, p.202). 
The interviews consisted of a semi-standardized format that contained questions 
that directly addressed the selected area of content as well as a series of open ended 
questions. Such a format provided the advantage of permitting more detailed descriptive 
responses and facilitates an insight into the reasons for the responses. The interviews were 
constructed using similar questions to those used by Pope (1992) in his study on student 
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attitudes (See Appendix I) and as a result of an extensive literature review. Students were 
interviewed individually as the roles that the students played were individual roles and the 
way that the student felt and behaved in that role could not be explained by anyone else. 
Interview guide: 
The interviewer used a written guide that clearly indicated what questions were to 
be asked and in what order. It also included information that indicated what additional 
prompting and probing was needed and at what stage in the interview. The interview 
guide helped conduct each interview in the same manner, so that information between 
interviewees could be compared. The interview guide had been tried on two students who 
were not participating in the study. An example of the interview guide is shown in 
appendix 2. 
Field notes: 
Field notes of students behaviours throughout the season were gathered and used 
as examples that w~re used as a basis for questions in the interviews, with students giving 
reasons for the way they behaved. 
Additionally, students were required by the researcher to fill out a student journal 
after each lesson in sport education (see appendix 5). The journal was used by students to 
write down how they felt about the lesson and about their performance in their role and of 
their team. Holly (1992) believes that a journal is not merely a flow of impressions, but 
descriptions of circumstances, thoughts and feelings and for the benefit of the researcher, 
11A dialogue with the fa_cts (objective) and interpretations (subjective), and perhaps most 
important it is an awareness of the differences between facts and interpretations." (p.4). 
Information from these journals was used to help in triangulation of student attitudes to 
their roles and responsibilities. 
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Data Collection Procedure 
Using the information collected from the field notes of student behaviours in the 
sport education class, and by means of an interview guide, individual interviews were 
conducted with one student in each of the roles of: member of the management board of 
control, captain/coach, first aid officer, player and advertising/publicity officer. The 
interviews were conducted in private, in an appropriate location at the school at the end of 
a session for approximately I 0-15 minutes per interview, throughout the sport education 
season. Each student was interviewed three times; once before they began their role, once 
during the season and again at the end. Field notes of student behaviour in class were also 
used to provide examples to the student of the behaviours the researcher wished to 
discuss. Audio recording of interviews were used to act as a further reference for analysis. 
Approval was obtained from the class teacher, school principal, students and the 
parents of the students involved in the study in order to do this. A copy of the approval 
from used in this study is shown in appendix 3. Student journals (see appendix 5.) were 
given to students at tl1e beginning of the season and completed after each session. 
Information from the journals was collected after the season has finished. A sample of 
student journal entries is shown in appendix 5. 
Data Analysis Procedure 
Interview data provided the main. source of data and provided the rich infonnation 
that this study was trying to expose. The interviews were audio taped and transcribed. 
Responses were coded using the decision log, (see appendix 6) adapted from Cole and 
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Chan's (1987) model of attitude formation for this situation, and placed under the 
following headings: 
• Intrinsic motivation. 
• Roles and responsibil}ties. 
• Perception of control. 
• Affect in school learning. 
• Perceived competence/Achievement.. 
Example of suggested student responses that were categorized in each area are 
shown in appendix 4. 
Analysis was achieved by the use of the computer program 'Works Wizards'. This 
program was essentially a spreadsheet/database_ Information was examined sentence by 
sentence and then copied and pasted into the five files with the above headings. 
Examining the data was rlone by looking at each file or by cross referencing across files by 
use of the 'search for' fimction. This allowed data to be examined by theme across all of 
the files. Because the sample size was so small, this technique is viable and useful, 
however a larger sample size would need a more advance data analysis program to analyse 
the data 
Information reported under the headings was then used to suggest the attitude of 
each of the students to their roles and respon..sibilities in sport education. Additio,Ially, the 
field notes of students in the classroom context were used as examples in triangulating 
information derived from student's responses in the interviews. 
Similarly, the information obtained from the student journals was examined line by 
line and copied and pasted into one of the five headings above. 
At the end of the study, the viability of using Cole and Chan's model of attitude 
formation was evaluated for ease of use and applicability to this particular study. 
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Trustworthiness 
~'Establishing validity necessitates demonstration that the propositions generated, 
. 
refined, or tested match the causal conditions that ob.tain in human life. 11 (Goertz and 
Lecompte, 1984, p.220) Reliability poses serious threats to the credibility of ethnographic 
work, but trustworthiness/validity may be a major strength. 
To obtain valid information from the interviews, it was important that they 
contained a high degree of content validity. That is, the questions measure perceptions 
that directly relate to student attitudes. This was accomplished by using many items that 
were similar to questions used in the New Zealand study by Pope (1992), of which 
questions were pre~tested and field tested. The questions were then pilot tested on two 
students that were participating in a model of sport education, but did not take part in this 
study. It was found that the students who were being pilot tested, gave responses to the 
interview questions that were expected by the researcher. A high level of content validity 
was apparently achieved through the use of the interview questions. 
Internal Trustworthiness 
Internal trustworthiness refers to the problem of whether conceptual categories 
understood to have mutual meanings between the participants and researcher are actually 
<hared. (Goertz and Lecompte,l984). 
The timeline for this study was approximately eleven weeks, although some 
preliminary work had been completed prior to the study at Richardson. Goertz and 
Lecompte (1984) believe that the common practice of being among participants for long 
periods of time and performing continual data collection shows a high degree of internal 
trustworthiness. 
The setting for this study was a natural one and is more likely to reflect the reality 
of life experiences of participants. Goertz and Lecompte believe that this type of research 
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provides information, "more accurately than do more contrived or laboratory settings. 11 
(1984, p.221). 
During interviews with students, it is sometimes difficult to determine if they are 
telling the 'tmth', that is, "are they really saying what they are thinking?". ~To overcome 
this, the subjects were from a school that had already been visited by the researcher and 
where he had completed preliminary work with some of the students. The students saw 
the researcher as a researcher, and not as a teacher. Establishing yourself as a teacher, 
could have had a marked effect on the validity of the results, e.g., a student may not have 
said what they really were thinking of in the class if they were talking to a teacher instead 
of an outsider, such as a researcher. But still the trustworthiness of the data collected in 
interviews is problematic. 
External Trustworthiness 
External trustworthiness or translatability refers to the degree to which the 
researcher uses theoretical frames, definitions, and research techniques that are understood 
by others in the same field. (Goertz and Lecompte, 1984). 
The methods used in this study; field notes, in-depth interviews and students' 
journals are typical of an ethnography, widely uccepted as the norm by researchers in the 
qualitative discipline. How these were coustructed and performed has been well 
documented in this study. Similarly, many of the research questions have been adapted 
from the study by Pope (1992). Student answers to many of these questions were similar 
to the results obtained by Pope (1992). 
In qualitative studies, triangulation is used as a method of increasing the validity of 
results. This stuJy used field notes, student journals and observations to triangulate with 
student responses in the interviews and therefore assess the level of validity. Similarly, the 
careful construction of the interview guide and the questions to be askt:d using the 
information from the field notes did not detect many internal inconsistencies amongst 
student answers and this suggests that a high degree of validity was achieved. 
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Reliability 
"Reliability refers to the extent to which a study can be repJ.icated. 11 (Goertz & 
Lecompte, 1984, p.211). Because human behaviour is never static in nature, it would be 
virtually impossible to replicate a study exactly and as Goertz & Lecompte (1984) explain, 
"even the most exact replication of research naethods may fail to produce identical 
results." (p.211). Errors in measurement, data collection and interpretation can affect the 
results in a study and so it is necessary to establish a high degree of reliability to indicate 
that sources of error are kept to a minimum. 
To establish a high degree of reliability, the status of the researcher in the school 
being studied was documented. Similarly the social conte:-..'1 of the school and students was 
also doCumented. In this way, the results obtained by the research would be affected by 
these conditions and anyone wishing to compare results would need to take these factors 
into account. 
Only one researcher was used in this study and therefore every attempt was made 
to document how the information gathered in this study was analysed and coded. (see 
appendix 6). In this way, it would be sufficiently possible for someone with the same data 
to code with sufficient accuracy,· the information found in this study. Therefore, a high 
degree of reliability between researchers would be established. 
To establish the reliability of the interview questions, after the data of the first two 
interviews had been summarized, the findings were then presented to the students for 
approval or disapproval. Any additional errors in the inferences made by the researcher 
were then corrected and any additional information added. The information was then 
triangulated with student's perceptions and feelings in their journal entries and field notes 
so that a high degree of reliability was achieved. 
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Limitations of the Study 
1. This study was a descriptive study and made no attempt to manipulate variables. 
2. Choice of the specific sport by the teacher or students could have influenced the 
. 
attitudes of students if they disliked the sport. 
3. Because of the small sample size and the methodology used in this study it would be 
inappropriate to generalize from the research findings. Instead it will provide a sound 
basis for further research and add to the much needed research that should guide the 
development of sport education as a physical education curriculum model. 
4. Limited time was available to interview students due to the constraints of the school 
timetable. 
5. Interviewers in some way may have influenced the responses ofthe students. 
6. Data analysis involved a degree of interpretation and inference, as is recognised in 
naturalistic research. 
Ethical Considerations 
It was important that any ethical concerns associated with this study be identified 
and addressed. This was accomplished by protecting the privacy of participants in every 
possible way. Participants were treated with respect and dignity at all times. Participation 
in the study was voluntary and so participants had the right to refuse to answer any 
question. Before any research was undertaken, both students/parents involved and the 
class teacher were required to sign a consent form. A copy of the student/parent and class 
teacher consent form is shown on appendix 3. 
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Jimeline. 
A) Gathering Information 
Weeks of school Focus of the sport education season 
1-3 Learning of skills, no student roles established. 
5-6 Interviews- brief interviews 
Establishing Baseline Data.(prior to student beginning their roles) 
*5 students --> I 0 minutes per student per interview. Looking specifically 
at parts 2.1 and 2.2 in the interview guide. (see appendix 2) 
*Students to be given student journals. (see appendix 5) and to complete 
after each session of sport education for the rest of the season. 
7-9 Field notes- observe and record the behaviour of the five students 
participating in one of the .five roles outlined. Use these behaviours as a 
basis for discussion in the second interview. 
8-11 Interviews - students to be interviewed when sufficient information has 
been gathered concerning their specific roles and responsibilities using the 
field notes_ Use parts 2.3 to 2.5 of the interview guide (see appendix 2). 
week 7~-> interview with the management board of control member. 
week 8~-> interview with the captain/coach. 
week 9~~> interview with the publicity officer. 
12-15 Interviews - final interviews. Interviews with all five studenfs. 
*Students asked to approve or disapprove of the interpretations of the 
previous two interviews by the researcher. 
*Expansion of some student answers as required along with any additional 
information the researcher or student may wish to add. 
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B) Analysing the data 
The time taken to analyse the data in this study took approximately ten to twelve 
weeks. This included transcription of the data, analysis and the writing up of results. 
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Results 
The Sport Education Season at Richardson: An Overview 
Students at Richardson were in year nine and it was the first time that they had 
experienced sport education. The ~·elected sport was soccer, participating for an hour and 
a half, once a week. Consistent wi~h the sport education model (SPARC, 1993), weeks 
one to four were concerned mainly with the learning of basic soccer skills. The students 
were divided into four teams of seven or eight for the duration of the learning of the basic 
skills and given a set area on the oval in which to practice. The teams were chosen by the 
students themselves and they remained in these teams for the duration of the se~son. In 
the first half of each session, the teams practised skills and in the second half, they divided 
each team in two and played small sided games of three on three or four on four. These 
games were umpired by the students as they played. Teams where asked to choose a team 
name and a specific colour that they wished to have for the rest of the season. At this 
point (week 4), no specific roles or responsibilities had been given to any of the students 
other than that of player. The class was instructed by the normal class teacher. 
At week five, the regular class teacher left the school to take on administrative 
duties and the class was taken over by a temporary teacher, who had been infonned about 
the sport education model, but had not participated in a sport education seminar as had the 
regular class teacher. He had taken this particular class on a number of previous 
occasions. During the early stages, he was greatly assisted by the senior teacher and the 
regular class teacher. In week 5, the role of captain/coach was established, and four 
students chosen, one in each team, to be the captain/coach. They were then given a verbal 
description by the teacher of what was required of them and they were then required to 
take a ten minute warm-up session with their team. The roles of management board of 
control were also established. They were voted in by the class by a show of hands. 
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StudentF were given a role description by the teacher outlining what was expected of them 
and required within one week to produce fixtures for forthcoming competition. Students 
at this point were still learning basic skills for half of the Jesson and during the other half of 
the session, were participating in small sided games. Students were assuming 
res_aonsibifity for various aspects at this time. e.g. equipment distribution, playing area 
boundaries. 
Week seven saw the introduction of the remaining roles: one publicity o.tli.cer and 
two first aid officers. Students chosen for these roles volunteered and were then voterl in 
by the class by a show of hands. The students were told by the teacher what was expec·.:ed 
of them in their roles. 
It was during week seven that the first day offonnal competition began. Students 
participated in thci,.. <:-:-:uns in seven versus seven sided games, which they umpired. 
Management board of control members were required to introduce the day's play and the 
rules associated with the competition. Students played two rounds per day, the games 
consisting of two halves, each fifteen minutes in duration. 
Week eight saw the results, team colours and names advertised on the gymnasium 
noticeboard Students regularly looked at the noticeboard when they entered the 
gymnasinm. Formal competition continued during week eight. 
Week nine was the beginning of the finals, where the top team and the bottom 
team played each other and the two middle teams were matched. The games were 
interrupted by a guest speaker for the first half of the session, with the semi finals played in 
the second half. The teams that were first and second on the ladder at the end of the 
fonnal competitions won and participated in the finals. 
Week ten of the sport education season at this school was the final. The two first 
and second placed teams played each other and the third and fourth placed teams played 
each other. At the end of the game, the management committee made speeches and 
presented those winners with their prize. 
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Week eleven was the final day of the sport education season at this school. For 
the first half of the session, students sat a theory test (a unit curriculum requirement) and 
in the second half, students were taken to the oval and played an eleven on eleven game of 
soccer. Students were observed by the teacher and a checklist of their performance, 
which was develpped at the school, used to assign performance grades not used earlier. 
Students were also assessed throughout the season using this checklist to assign 
performance grades and also their ability to fulfil their selected roles. i.e. player, manager, 
captain/coach, first aid officer and publicity officer. 
Summary of Field Notes 
The section to follow has been added to the results to provide the reader with a 
detailed description of what happened during the sport education season os soccer at 
Richardson. It is important as, without it, it would not be possible to understand the 
reasons behind many of the conclusions at the end of this study. 
SUMMARY OF FIELD NOTES 
weeks 1-3 (7-9-93 to 21-9-93) 
• teacher overview of sport education 
• students choose teams 
• teacher instruction, skilled practices in set areas with their team 
• team colours and names chosen 
• no formal roles established other than that of player 
Week 4 (28-9-93) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
students assemble in teams in the gym before moving outside 
teacher overview of sport education 
picked teams 
teams names chosen 
colours chosen 
teams start to wear team colours 
beginning of choosing roles 
Mark( captain)--> description of tasks 
. -
responsible to allocate someone to set up field 
- captain to take 7-8 minute warm-up 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
- students chose a captain as a group 
students move outside 
I student setting up field from each team 
I )team practicing together 
2)other teams kicking balls around 
3)after 4-5 rnins all teams practicing 
4 )2 !earns working brilliantly 
# team A passing on the run 
#team B passing, stretching, passing through goals 
Toddlers having a few problems 
- Individual practicing by 1-2 students, others are off task. 
- Students spend a great deal of time sitting in the shade. 
Students called in to the teacher approximately 25 minutes into the lesson ---> sit 
on bank 
- last day of group warmup games 
- captain to help chose positions 
Teacher demonstration ---> soccer throw in 
- soccer players in the group asked to tell the class the basics of the throw in 
- teacher demo of good and bad throws · 
students organise their own teams of3v3 within their own teams of6 or 7 
all teams participating well---> very competitive and enthusiastic 
One boy said "encourage each other, don't hassle" 
students practicing correct throw in--> other students self umpire if it was a foul 
throw 
student got tripped, so he call,"free kick", stopped and took the free kick 
student in the Pitbulls throws in, but foul throw. Students stop and other team 
throws it in 
students return- 6v6 or 5v5 (a few students have to go to the deputy regarding 
their subject choices for next year. . 
Homo sapiens huddle to discuss tactics and positions---> Metal Wreckers also 
Homo sapiens v's Metal Wreckers--> captains move to the centre, shake hands 
and toss a coin. game begins 
student "well done Damien" 
"come on guys, lets go!" 
students self umpire, all shouting out corner when it went out 
stude~ts called in 
revise effort, teaching points in the throw in 
- teacher organises management group each week 
- captains to organise the markers being collected 
teams uneven - management committee introduce a handicap system of two goals 
when good and bad teams play 
Week 5 (19-10-93) 
• relief teacher takes over the class 
• first 15 minutes the other roles in sport education are chosen 
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• students move outside --> I team to set up grids 
• coaches take stretches, run and skilled warmup in set teams for 15 minutes 
Mark captain/coach: 
#stretches - arms behind the back 
quadriceps 
hamstring 
#passing- stationary 
on the run 
#shooting - one two drill with a shot at goal 
· • break for a drink 
• management committee give a speech on teams to play and the scoring 
system(John) 
-two or three student shout out speak up we can't hear you 
- speaker speaks up 
• teams split for round I 
toddlers v's metal wreckers 
homo sapiens v's pitbulls 
• teams stop - students, 3 cheers for the opposite team 
• management committee take scores and captains nominate best players 
• start second game 
Homo sapiens v's Toddlers 
Pitbulls v's Metal Wreckers 
• captain helped with the rules- got to kick the ball off the ground for a goals kick 
• students begin to lose interest- due to uneven competition 
• Darren(Player) 
- practicing well in his team 
-coach instructing the team on the inside of the foot pass in a circle formation 
-team practices the pass on the run in files 
Week 6 (26-1 0-93) 
• 5 students sitting out because they have no gear 
• 2 top teams- coaches taking stretches 
Mark( captain/coach): 
- some students in the team not enthusiastic "C'mon up you get" 
dribbling down field individually 
loose dribble and then stop the ball"don't muck around Tyron" 
ball movement around yourself using your foot 
run out of activities, so he had to ask anyone if they knew any more 
"just warm your feet up. Alright?" 
ball juggling 
throwillg practice "comments on keeping feet on the ground, hands 
behind head" 
throwing with a run up 
instruction on how to trap and throw the ball "give with the ball" 
move to inside foot passing approximately lOrn 
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- demonstrates shooting practice 
• meanv:bile 2 teams are sitting down doing nothing 
- one of the teams has no soccer balls as they kicked them in the pool area 
• a:11 teams soon begin to practice with teacher presence 
• students move to get a drink--> students return and dodt start the practice 
Mark( captain/coach) "Oh no, here comes the teacher. What are we going 
to say. He'll ask who is the coach and that is mel" 
• Individual comments on the roles ..... . 
I) Darren(player) 
- team fools around and eventually he kicks the ball over the fence into the 
pool area. 
approximately I 0 minutes into moving outside, team begins practicing in 
a cirde 
keep it off the next activity, still within the circle 
team lacks enthusiasm and commitment 
2) John (management committee) 
announce todays fixtures 
Darren does all of the talking 
student decision 
#Pitbulls and toddlers have a 2-0 handicap 
#other option is to change the teams 
after the game--> they collect results and record best players 
students get a drink 
Jolm (management committee) organises and announces to the group the 
next round 
after the game--> collect results ar.J 1t\.:ord best players. 
3) Mike (publicity officer) 
- a list of team colours has been published on the gym notice board; 
- no real sign of interest or e.ffort as just yet 
Week 7 (2-11-93) 
• Many students away including 2-3 captains. 
• Some teams only have 2-3 players 
• Sport education non-existent 
• Asked to form 2 teams-->students had noone to direct them and as a result were 
off task. 
• Teacher then forms 2 teams, sides at either end of the pitch. 
• Students then move into some sort of skilled practice 
*passing on the run 
*stretching at the goals 
*heading towards goals 
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Week 8 (9-11-93) 
• First period interrupted by a guest speaker 
• students then move to the gymnasium and the management committee explain who 
is playing who. 
• Students then move outside_and duty team sets up the area 
• The last round of competition begins 
• Management committee collect scores and nominations for most valuable player 
Week 9 (9-11-93) 
• First period also interrupted by a guest speaker 
• Students move to the gym where the teacher explains the finals 
• Students move outside--> 10- I 2 minutes to set up equipment and then the teacher 
in~truction 
• Students appear to be losing interest 
• games begin Iv4,2v3 
• Teacher instruction was that scores are 0-0 with no handicaps 
Week10 (16-11-93) 
• Researcher was absent due to university exams 
• First period also interrupted by a guest speaker 
• Students compete in the finals for the second half of the period 
• Presentations of awards by management board of control 
Week 11 (23-11-93) 
• Students sit a theory test all together in the first half of the lesson 
• In the second half of the lesson students compete in a 2 sided garn,e of soccer for 
which they are assessed by their level of performance 
• Every student is interviewed for the final time. 
The summary of the sport education season described above shows how the 
season developed; from the learning of basic skills in the first three to four weeks, the 
selection of different roles and practicing within teams and the development of the formal 
schedule of competition, ending with a final series and eventual winner. The students 
were given more and more responsibility by the teacher as the season progressed. 
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This soccer model of sport education has characteristics that are similar to what is 
described by SPARC (1993) as a typical sport education season arid can therefore be 
considered a sport education model. 
Summary of Interview Data 
The summaries of interview data to follow are designed to give the reader a better 
insight into student1s answers in the interviews. It is in this way, that the reader can 
understand how many of the conclusions have been fonnulated. It should be noted that 
the summaries to follow just show the data with no interpretation. It will therefore be 
possible for the reader to contextualize the role of each of the students involved in the 
study. 
John wa~ a member of the management board of control. In his role he was 
responsible for the general running of the lesson and the organising of fixtures. The 
interview was stmctured so that it gave John opportunity to express his opinions on 
features of his role and his thoughts about doing it. A summary of his responses has been 
shown below 
SuJ11mary 
Management Board of Control (John) 
Intrinsic Motivation 
Q Now, did you volunteer to be in the role of management board of control 
A Yes 
Q What were some of the reasons? 
A I don1t know, it was something different and I thought I'd just give it a go 
Q Was that the only reason? 
A I suppose it was something that was a bit more challenging 
Q Would you do the same role again or another one? 
A Probably the same one or another one, it doesn1t matter. 
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Q Is there any other reason why you wanted to do that role? 
A No, not really, it's just good, you get to help out other kids and that. 
Roles and Responsibilities 
Q What do you see as you main responsibilities wit!Un your role? 
A Organizing the fixtures and that, collecting the scores, fixing up any problems we 
might have and just helping organize everyone 
Q How do you feel about having to do some of those responsibilities? 
A Fine, I think it'll be good 
Q I have noticed that you do most of the talking. In the last couple of weeks you 
asked everyone to stop and listen to you out the front. How do you feel about 
being out the front of the class? 
A Doesn't bother me. In year 7 I was a captain and that and I had to do all of the 
talking 
Q Is it much more work? 
A No, not really, it's just that you've got to work and help out people and that, check 
all the scores are marked down. it's quite good 
Q We talked about whether you thought teachers did more or less in Sport 
Education. You said you thought that they did about the same. Have a think 
about what the teacher did in normal physical eciucation and think about what you 
did with Mr. Smith. What things where different? 
A Before the teachers told you what to do and now the kids tell you wPat to do. 
Like organize it More enjoyment as kids tell them. Other kids tell other kids 
what to do and they join together and that. 
Q You said that as management committee it wasn't really much more work. You 
worked out the scores and mark down and you said that you thought it was quite 
good. Now obviously there is a little bit more work to do? 
A A little, but it's enjoyable, really fun. 
Perceived ComP.etence/ Achievement 
Q How do you feel the other students feel about the way you are doing your role. 
Do you think that they think you are doing a good job? 
A I'm not really sure. They haven't said anything 
Q Have they said anything at all? 
A No. I think they would have told me if! was doing a bad job. 
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Q Specifically when you were out the front, I noticed a couple of times when you 
were saying the fixtures, some students said "speak up 11 • Does that bother you and 
how do you feel about that now, do you feel more confident? 
A Yes I do, I feel more confident. 
Q · Do you feel that being in the role of management board of centro! has improved 
your relations with other kids in the class and the teacher? 
A Yes it probably would have. 
Q What do you think you would have learnt from being in your role in Sport 
Education? 
A Confidence in speaking in front of groups and that, being in a leadership role. 
Perception of Control 
Q \Vhy did you decide not to rechoose the teams? 
A Bee;ause people didn't want to change teams, they wanted to be with their friends 
Q We have two good teams and two bad teams. When the two good and two bad 
{eamr, played they got thrashed and you came up with the solution that you were 
going to handicap 2 teams. F:om that it seemed to wack out quite well. You said 
it evened up the competition a bit. Do y1'U think that evening up the competition is 
important and if so Why? 
A Yes, because you have all the good kids on one team and the bad on the other. 
The good kids won't try hard. They wil! get a couple of goals and then muck 
around 
Subject Rdated Effect 
Q What about soccer, do you like the sport? 
A It's a good sport 
Q Do you play soccer at all? 
A l've only done soccer in physical education. Also we have lightning cantivals, I go 
in those_ 
Q How do you get along with the teacher? 
A I get alonf, fine with them 
From the interview data it was found that John was intrinsically motivated to 
become a member of the management board of control because it was something different 
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to what he was use to. One other reason he gave was that he liked helping people and in 
his mind he considered that participation in this role was one way to do this. He stated 
that his role involved helping out others. He believed that roles he had participated in 
previously would help him in his role. Learning to be a more confident speaker is one 
aspect that he had developed and participating in the role had helped him develop a better 
relationship with some of the other students. John liked soccer and physical education. 
Finally, he stated that he would like to participate in an authoritative role in a different 
model of sport education again. 
Mark was a caP-tain/coach in the model of sport education at Richardson. He was 
responsibh! for the coaching of his team and the duties of the captain at the beginning and 
end of the game The interview was stmctured so that i! gave Mark opportunity to 
express his opinions on features of his role and his thoughts about doing it by asking a 
general question and then building on his answers. A summary has therefore been shown 
below of how this occurred 
Intrinsic :rv;,·.tivation 
Summary 
Captain/coach (Mark) 
Q What made you decide to be a captain/coach? 
A Well I've been playing soccer for a few years and I know the coach and I've helped 
him coach the team and I've been captain of the soccer teain. 
Q So you've been a captain before and you've done a bit of coaching. Do you thinh 
that's what has influenced your decision to be a coach? 
Q Do you see it as a bit more of a challenge? 
A Yes, a bit. 
Q Was the coach the one you wanted to do or would you have liked to have done 
another role? 
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A No, I wanted to be coach. 
Q You said that the captain/coach was the one that you wanted to do. Why the 
captain/coach and not say first aid officer? 
A I've done coaching before and first aid. I like to do things that I already know. 
Q If you were asked to do another role, you said that you would iike to be a player in 
the sports that you are not familiar with but a role with a lot of responsibility in a 
sport that you are familiar with? · 
A Yes. 
Roles and Responsibilities 
Q What do you see as your major role, what1S some of the things you have to do? 
A Help everyone out and show them what to do 
Q I asked you what you saw as your major responsibilities and you said to help 
everyone out and show them what to do. What else would you do or have done? 
A Showed them coaching things from central districts and Sunday stuff what J;ve 
learnt outside school. 
Q I asked you how you felt about doing some of the things that you are expected to 
do as captain/coach in sport education and you said that you like the responsibility, 
it wits good. Why do you like being given the responsibility so much? 
A Oh you feel privileged being offered that job. 
Perception of Control 
Q How do you think you are going in your role, do you think you are doing really 
well? 
A I think I'm doing o.k 
Q What about the other kids, how do you think they think you are going? 
A In my team? 
Q Yes 
A They probably think I'm a bit bossy- I don't know 
Q Isn't that what comes with your role? 
A Yes I suppose they think rm doing alright. 
Q You said that you had done a bit of captain work before and you knew your coach 
in coaching your team. You said it had helped you. What sort of things that 
you've done do you think have helped you? 
A Setting up the field, getting the boys together and telling them what to do. 
Q Do you feel that you've coped quite well a captain/coach 
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A Yes, it's quite easy. I know everyone in my team and we hang around together so 
it's easy. 
Q Do you have a better friendship with your team members as a result? 
A Yes, a bit. They get a bit angry some times when I yell at them. 
Q I asked you how well you were going in your role and you said really well. Now 
we've finished, how well do you think you went? 
A I thought I did a pretty god job. 
Q How did you go in the finals? 
A We lost 2-1 in the last 5 minutes 
Perceived Competence/ Achievement 
Q Do you think that you have influenced your team in any way to be up in the finals? 
A Yes, a bit 
Q You thought that you'd influenced the team to get into the finals, what do you 
think you1ve contributed? 
A I've encouraged them to play soccer. 
Subject Related Effect 
Q Do you like physical education? 
A I don't mind it. Some sports are good and some aren't. I don't really like athletics. 
Q What do you think of your teacher, do you get along with the teachers? 
A yes o.k 
Q No hassles with any of the teachers? 
A Some I do, some don't like me 
Q The physical education teachers? 
A No, not the physical education teachers, I like the physical education teachers. 
Mark volunteered for the role of captain/coach because of his knowledge of the 
sport, having played for a number of years. He saw the role as being a bit more of a 
challenge. He believed that his major responsibilities included helping everyone out and 
showing them what he has learnt in community soccer. His team did well in the finals and 
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he believed that he had influenced their perfonnance. Mark liked physical education and 
soccer especially. Finally, he stated that he would like to participate in a more 
authoritative role in sports that he is comfortable with, but he was quite happy to just be a 
player in sports that he is not comfortable with. 
Mike was a publicity officer in the model of sport education at Richardson. In his 
role he was responsible for the collection and publication of results and fixtu·res, along 
with any other significant events that may occur. The interview was structured so that it 
gave Mike opportunity to express his opinions on features of his role and his thoughts 
about doing it. A summary has therefore been shown below of his answers. 
Summary 
Mike. Publicity Officer 
Intrinsic Motivation 
Q You volunteered to be in the role, what are some of the reasons why you wanted 
to become a publicity officer? 
A. Just for fun, something good to do and different 
· Q Was that the role you wanted to be or would you have liked to have been 
something else? 
A I would like to have been a first aid person so then I wouldn1t have to do much. 
Q So you1ve had to do a bit more effort to be a publicity officer? 
A Oh, no, not really, you just have to draw up a few things and that. But first aid 
officer is a bit easier, just carrying them to the nurse. 
Roles and Responsibilities 
Q Last week there was a lot of team and team colour on the notice board, is that 
something that you did? 
A Yes, I did that during my tutorial group. I sat in this room and drew it and 
coloured it in. 
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Q From this week there was quite a fair bit on the board; results so far, most valuable 
player and how the teams are going. How did you do that, when did you decide to 
do that and how? 
A Mr Smith came to me last week and told me to think of something to do. I wrote 
it dov.n on a piece of paper and sussed it out and wrote it down. 
Q You've got win, losses and draws in a set fonnat, where did you find out about 
how to write it down like that? 
A I knew about the wins and losses and that but Mr Smith told me to put down total 
goals, i.e. how many you've scored 
Q What do you think the role of publicity officer is. What's some things you would 
do? 
A Advertising, what happens in your group. 
Q How do you react to what you have to do, you have to write and publish results. 
A Doesn't interfere with sport time. I did it during tutoriaL It didn't take up much of 
my time. 
Q So it hasn't really affected your time at all. 
A Not really. 
Perceived Competence and Achievement 
Q How do you fee! you are going in your role so far? 
A Pretty good I suppose. I haven't had any complaints lately. 
Q The students haven't said anything? 
A No 
Q How do you think the others think you are going? 
A Hopefully they think I'm doing a good job. 
Perception of Control 
Q How do you think the teams are going with respect to the team colours. 
A I don't think that they are taking any notice. 
Q Do you think that the team colours would be a big part of it? 
A It would make it look a lot better. 
Q We could perhaps stress it a bit more -do you think that would be included in your 
role or in someone else's? 
A The captains of the team 
Q Do you think that your perfonnance in your role is important, and why/why not? 
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A I suppose so, because they wouldn't know who is playing who and who is the 
winner and that 
Subject Related Effect 
Q Do you like sport and physical .:ducation? 
A Yes 
Q Do you like soccer? 
A I didn't like it at first but throughout the weeks I thought it was quite good. 
Q What's some good points about it? 
A Playing, its fun. 
Mike volunteered to be in the role of publicity officer because he considered that it 
was something different to do. Mike would also liked to have done a different role, but 
was not voted in by the class. He stated that his main responsibility was to advertise what 
was going on in the group. He believed that he had done a good job in his role although 
all of his work was teacher initiated Mike disliked soccer at first, but like it by the end of 
the season. He also like physical education. Finally he stated that he would like to 
participate in another role or even the same one in a different mode! of sport education. 
Michelle was a first aid officer in the model of sport education at Richardson. In 
her role she was responsible for the seeing to injuries, getting the injured to the nurse if 
needed and being on standby if anyone became injured. The interview was structured so 
that it asked Michelle a series of open ended questions, from which developed discussion 
from her answers. The summary below shows her answers to the researcher's questions. 
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Intrinsic Motivation 
Summary 
Mi~helle, First Aid Officer 
Q Now you've chosen to be a first aid officer. Why a first aid officer, is that the role 
that you wanted to do or was there another role? 
A No, I like helping people, that was the one I wanted to do. My uncle is one who 
fixes up people at the cricket club and football club and that. I go and help him 
with cuts and that. 
Q Would you like to participate as a first aid officer in another model of sport 
education? 
A Yes 
Q Or would you like to participate in a different role? 
A I'd still like to do first aid 
Q Whys that? 
A I like to make sure that everyone alright. 
Q Some students think the first aid officer doesn't do much. Is that why you became 
a first aid officer? 
A No, you car.'t help it if they don't get hurt If the injuries come then they come, 
you just have to miss out. 
Roles and Responsibilities 
Q What exactly do you .think you might be doing in your role? 
A If people get a sprained ankle, you go and fix them up and see if its alright to go 
back on. If its sprained, you go and get an ice pack anJ stick it 0n. 
Q Say someone got an injured ankle on the sporting field, tell me exactly what you 
would do? 
A Go out there and see if they could walk on it, if they can't then get a stretcher and 
take them off. Take their shoe off and see how bad their ankle is sprained. Get an 
ice pack on there to get the swelling down. 
Q How do you react to doing these sort of duties. In physical education you haven't 
been asked to do this sort of role. How do you see that as different to normal 
physical education lessons where you just go and play physical education. 
A I don't mind, I reckon its fun. I don't mind helping people out. It's a lot of fun 
helping people out. 
Q Have you done any reading or something of that sort? 
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A Yes, I have a book at home and it's called SURVIVAL WITH FIRST AID and rve 
nearly read it, I've been reading it for a while now, it's a big book. 
Eerceived Competence and Achievement 
Q Have you done much before other than with your uncle? 
A Not really, camp in year 7 in the bush. 1 had to strap an arm up with a bandage 
I and string and that and they taught us how to fix tliem up and that. 
Q You said that you had done first aid other than with your uncle and you said in a 
camp in year 7 in the bush you strapped arms up with bandages and that sort of 
thing. Since then have you done any more work with first aid at all? 
A Well, this kid, we were at a camp a couple of weeks ago and we were out in a 
group, about five of us. Our leader fell out of a tree and broke his arm and I just 
put a bandage on it and kept it straight. I just did that until we got him back and 
they reckon I did a good job and they gave me a certificate. 
Q If someone injured their ankle on the sporting field, you said that if they can't go 
back on you'd organise for a stretcher and you'd take their shoe off and see how 
bad their ankle was and then get an ice pack. Was it from your uncle that you 
learnt that. 
A No, also from books and my uncle. They both helped me. My uncle showed me 
how swollen it would be to not let them back on. If they can't walk, they need a 
stretcher. 
Q About your role as first aid officer - you didn't do anything, how do you feel about 
not doing anything? 
A A bit disappointed, as I really wanted to try it out, but if no-one wants to get hurt 
then they can't help it. If we play basketbal! next, then I wi!! still do it, so I'll just 
help out. 
Q From your experience, do you feel quite confident that you could do a good job in 
first aid? 
A Yes 
Q Do you think that that's reflected in what the. other students think as well? Do you 
think they think that your pretty confident. 
A Yes 
Q What do you think are the main things you've learnt about being in a role like first 
aid officer? 
A Cooperation with the other kids, help them out and see if they are O.K. 
Subject Related Effect 
Q 
A 
Do you like soccer? 
Yep 
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Q Have you always liked physical education? 
A Yes 
Q You said that you liked soccer, can you give me some reasons why? 
A When I was in year 4, the teacher used to play soccer. He used to take me out on 
the field and show me how to play soccer, and I really liked it. We went out there 
and played it for a while, then I got into a boYs team and we won the 
championships. And I kept on doing it, it's fun. 
Q You said you liked physical education, can you give me some reasons why? 
A I like sport, I like to run around and get hot. It's fun! 
Michelle was motivated for the role because she liked helping people and she 
considered that this role would give her an opportunity to do so. She gained some of her 
enthusiasm for the role from her uncle who was also a first aid officer. She considered her 
main role as being to help people if they are injured. Even though she did not get to do 
anything, she believed that she could have done a good job. She loved physical education 
and soccer. She liked her role so much that she wished to continue with it even though 
the sport education season had finished. Finally she stated that she would love to do this 
role again in a different model of sport education. 
Darren was a player in the model of sport education at Richardson. In his role he 
was responsible for helping out his captain and trying his best for the team. The interview 
was structured so that it gave Darren opportunity to express his opinions on features of 
his role and his·thoughts about doing the role. The summary below shows his answers to 
the researchers questions. 
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Intrinsic Motivation 
Summary 
Darren, Player 
Q Did you volunteer to be in another role? 
A Yes, I tried. 
Q What role was that? 
A I tried to be a captain and the ones who organise the games and stuff. 
J Q Would you like to participate in another role in sport education? 
A Yes, it depends what the game is. If it's something like football I'd prefer to be a 
player, but in things like athletics, well I don't really mind being anything. I'd be 
anything in that. 
Q So you don't mind being in a more authoritative role in sports that your good at 
and the sports you enjoy? 
A Yes 
Q And you're quite prepared to be a player in sports you don't like or not comfortable 
with? 
A Yes, just being a player in those ones. 
Roles and Responsibilities 
Q Today I'm talking to Darren who'.s role in sport education is mainly a? 
A Player, but an all rounder. 
Q How do you feel about not getting into those roles, are you disappointed? 
A No, not really, because either way I do the same thing. I end up playing but I have 
to do a bit extra. 
Q Being a player involves not just being a player, you also have to do other things as 
well. What do you see as the main responsibilities you have to do as a player? 
A Just compete well and try your hardest, try and learn, not just play, you've got to 
learn and pick up things and help as much as you can to your team. 
Q Being a player in sport education is a bit different to being a player in normal 
physical education because you're taking instructions from other members of the 
team. E.g. your captain or management board of control. How do you feel about 
taking instructions from other members of the class other than the teacher? 
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A Well sometimes depending upon ho•v they tell you, if they just start yelling and get 
really grumpy, they think they're the boss and I can tell you to do anything, no I 
dodt like it, but ifthey do their job the way that they are expected to do it then it 
doesn't bother me. 
Perceived Competence and Achievement 
Q A few weeks ago we had a problem with two of the teams being not so good. 
They gave the teams that weren't doing all that well a handicap of two goals. 
You were on one of those teams that wasn't doing all that well. 
A Yes I was in the Pitbulls. 
Q Now how do you think that giving the teams a two goal advantage has worked? 
A It didn't really help us, because half of our team was always sick Half of the team 
didn't get changed, they were getting too hot. 
I Q How did your team go in the in the finals? 
A I'm not sure, I haven't been here for a while. 
Q Where you here last week? 
A No, I think we came second last or last, I'm not sure. 
Q Do you feel that you've done a good job as being player in sport education? 
A I feel that I've done a good job as being a player as b.est I can to my abilities. 
Q Why do you think that? 
A Well I know that I've given it my best effort and I've been congratulated every now 
and again. 
Q Who did that? 
A Other students say good shot' or good goaL 
Q And that's within your team? 
A Within my team and from other teams as well. 
Q What's some of the things that you have learnt about doing sport education as 
opposed to normal physical education? 
A Mainly rules of the game. I used to think I could play that it's easy. You get out 
there and try the rules and I found that it's not so easy after alL You have to really 
know the rules and stuff and know how to use them. 
Perception of Control 
Q So your participation as a team member is vital to the way the team is going? 
A Yes, to every other person on the team. 
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Q How has that affected the way you have tried as a player? 
A It's made me work harder and I felt exhausted and I sat down a couple of times. 
Q How do you feel about those guys that have let the team down? 
A Well it depends what they do. Not bringing their clothes is quite silly actually but 
just being sick and that, well that's understandable, they can't help it. 
Q Do you think that your participation has helped your team perform how they have. 
Do you think that your performance is important to the team? 
A Yeah it is in some ways, but lately when we've been having games, I haven't been 
there to help. 
Subject Related Effect 
Q Do you like physical education? 
A I love it. 
Can you give me some reasons why? 
I 
Q 
A You get out and not just doing work and stuff. You do lots of fun things, you 
learn lots offim things you can do in your own time. 
Q Have you ever played soccer at all? 
A Yes, I played in a little town I used to live in called Boyup Brook. 
Q How do you get along with your teachers? 
A Fine, I get along fine with my teachers. 
Darren would have liked to have had an additional role other than that of simply 
being a player, ·he would have liked a role that involved more responsibility, but 
unfortunately, he was not elected for a role such as management board of control. Instead 
he considered that his role involved helping others in their roles. He didn't mind taking 
instructions from other students, as long as they stuck to their role. He stated that he 
thought that his participation and effort was vital to the team's performance. He liked 
soccer and physical education. Finally he wished to participate in a different model of 
sport education, but in a more authoritative role. 
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This study is an ethnography and therefore does not attempt to generalise from 
these results. The results shown above and on the previous pages are to give the reader an 
insight into what students thought of their roles and responsibilities in the soccer model of 
sport education that they were participating in. 
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Discussion of Results. 
The subjects used in this study will be analysed in the discussion section, 
individually. Each section will examine the attitudes of students, participating in the roles, 
under the headings adapted from Cole and Chan's ( 1987) model of attitude formation, as 
described in the conceptual framework (see figure 2). 
Management Board of Control: John's Attitude 
John is a year nine male who was voted in as management board of control from 
one of five volunteers. John was interviewed on three occasions, once after he had been 
elected the role, but before he had begun; towards the middle of the season after data had 
been gathered about his performance within his role, and again once the ~cason had 
concluded 
Using the interview data, field notes and journal entries, this student vvas observed 
to have performed the following tasks within his role as a member of the management 
board of control· Organise the fixtures for the team competition and the announcement of 
these fixtures at the beginning of each round, to the class; collect scores at the end of each 
round and the selection of most valuable player by the captain of each team; discussion 
and resolution of problems occurred as the season progresses; liaison with the teacher 
with any problems that may occur; the presentation of the awards at the of the season; 
participation as a team member and to generally take a large part of the responsibility of 
the running of the lesson awa)' from the teacher. 
The following headings relate to the conceptual framework (see fit,rure 2). The 
headings and descriptions of each of these headings are adapted from Cole and Chan's 
(1987) model of attitude formation. A description of what is to be categorized under each 
of these headings is shown in the coding manuaL (see appendix 6). 
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Intrinsic Motivation 
The intrinsic motivation of Jolm could be understood by establishing and 
examining the reasons why he wanted to become a member of the management board of 
control 
John volunteered to be on the management board of control; this is indicative of 
the fact that he was intrinsically motivated towards this role. As with most new 
curriculum innovations, sudden interest by students is often very strong, although this is 
typically followed by a period of gradual decline. Jn the case of John, volunteering to be a 
member of the management board of control and showing strong interest towards his role 
in sport education, this was also the case. When asked why he volunteered for that role, he 
replied, "I suppose it was something different and I thought I'd just give it a go." When 
questioned further he stated that he considered it, "something that was a bit more 
challenging_" (more than just a player) John did not consider multi activity physical 
education challenging to his abilities This point was strengthened when asked if he would 
participate in the role again, or in another role other than that of player. John stated that 
he wished to specifically participate in a role other than that of player but was not 
concerned with which one. "possibly the same one or another one, it doesn't matter." 
While John still participated in activities as a player, along with his role as management 
board of control, many of those where similar in nature to those in multi activity physical 
education, which he found less challenging. The difference he indicated was that he 
experienced a high degree of challenge in other areas of interest "-.Vithin his role as 
management board of control and not that of player. When asked why, he stated that he 
liked the idea of, "helping out other students and that.". 
Not all students are interested in the welfare of other students, but the role of 
management board of control has given this student the chance to extend himself In 
traditional multi activity physical education, this opportunity would otherwise not be 
available. Having a distinct interest in the area of helping out others, which is part of the 
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role of management board of control, appeared to be the main reason why this student 
was intrinsically motivated to volunteer for this role. 
Roles and Resgonsibilities 
John's description of what is entailed in his role as a member of the management 
board of control and his perception of having to perform some of these roles is now 
discussed. 
John's willingness to help others seems to have been shown quite clearly in his 
description of his expectations of the roles and responsibilities in the role as a member of 
the management board of controL He stated in a preliminary interview that he expected 
to, "organise the f1xtures and that, collect the scores, fix up any problems and help 
organize everyone." Similarly in the second interview, when asked if the role required 
much more work, replied, "No, not really, it's just that you've got to work and help <?Ut 
and that, check all the score:. arc marked down lt's quite good." John associated the 
helping out of others with one of the major roles of management board of control and one 
of the possible reasons for the selection of the role. 
The role as a member of the management board of control involves more than just 
helping out others Organis:ng fixtures is one other responsibility and involves duties such 
as announcing to the class the fixture for that round. Whilst John appeared to volunteer 
for the role to help others, he was not discouraged about performing other duties, such as 
speaking in front of a class. When asked how did he feel about having to speak in front of 
the class, he replied, "I feel fine, I think it will be good." Further probing in this area 
revealed that this student had been a captain of a sporting team and a faction captain in his 
primary school. In the preliminary interview, John believed that the responsibilities 
involved in the roles of team captain and faction captain that he had participated in 
previously would be quite similar to what he expected to encounter as management board 
of control. This point was ascertained when asked how he felt about having to talk in 
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front of the class and replied, "Doesn't bother me. In year 7 I was a captain and had to do 
all of the talking.". 
Taking on a role such as a member of the management board of control requires 
the student to perform more functions within the class than in a multi activity based lesson. 
More is required of the student for successful running of the sport education model. 
When asked how he felt about the increase in work load he responded, "It was only a little 
bit, it's enjoyable, really fun." Many teachers would be surprised that a student would 
volunteer to do more work, but John clearly stated that he didn't mind a little bit more 
work. One possible reason for this was outlined when John was asked what he thought 
the differences where between physical education now and before sport education. He 
replied, "Before the teacher told you what to do and now the kids tell you what to do. 
Like organize it. More enjoyment as kids tell them. Other kids tell other other kids what 
to do and they join together and that." This can also be related back to John's willingness 
to participate in this role to help others. One of his responsibilities he perceived to be part 
of his role was that he would tell other kids what to do and generally organise them. He 
felt that this was more enjoyable than if the teacher was telling him what to do and 
consequently did not mind an increase in workload to take over some of the 
responsibilities of the teacher. 
Perceived Competence/ Achievement 
John's experiences that he has been involved in previously that are related to his 
role of management board of control will be documented under perceived 
competence/achievement. Similarly John's thoughts on his performance within his role 
and the perception of others in the class on his performance within his role will also be 
documentt~d here. 
John, in the preliminary interview, believed that his experience m the role of 
captain of a sporting team and faction captain that he had participated in previously would 
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help him in the role of management board of control. He thought that they were 
synonymous, !!It's just the same. Because you manage and help out and that. Telling them 
to keep quiet and organise them. It's virtually the same." After participating in the role, 
he concluded that it was almo~t the same as participating in the role of sporting or faction 
captain, which he had participated in at primary school. 
In interview two John indicated that he believed he had done a good job within his 
role, but when asked what he perceived other thought of his performance, he stated, "I'm 
not really sure. They haven't said anything." One specific instance in the lesson involving 
John could be the focus of why he was unsure of his performance in the eyes of his peers. 
When he first stood out the front of the class, he spoke quietly and a number of students 
asked him to speak up.(Field notes, 19-10-93) In the final interview, however, he thought 
he was doing O.K., believing that, "They would have told me if I was doing a bad job." 
On inquiry into how he felt when chosen to speak up as compared to how he felt at the 
end oft he sport education season replied, "I feel more confident now." He believed that it 
was this incident that had helped him develop confidence in speaking in front of a group. 
"They told me what to do, speak up, and that's probably worked." John also concluded 
that developing confidence in speaking in front of groups was one of the major things that 
he had learnt from being in the role of management board of contra( "I have developed 
confidence in speaking in front and that and being in a leadership role." 
Relationships with pupils and teachers seemed to have improved in the eyes of 
John. When asked whY. and in what way, he replied that he thought, "You help out and 
that and organize." Meaning it was because of the increased interaction between the 
student and other students, that relationships had developed. It is noteworthy that John 
was intrinsically motivated to volunteer in this role for that same reason. 
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Perception of Control 
John's perception of control would be indicated by how his performance in his role 
of management board of control would contribute to the successful running of the lesson. 
A stude~t in the role of management board of control would need to have a high 
perception of control for the success of a sport education model. The decisions made by 
John affected not only himself but the whole class. One major priority that John 
recognised was the need for even competition. Two of the teams were strong and two 
were weak, unfortunately resulting in uneven competition. The decision by John was to 
handicap the stronger teams by two goals rather than change the teams. John stated that 
the reason for this was that, ''people didn't want to change teams, they wanted to be with 
their fhends." Furthermore he highlighted the need for even and fair competition in his 
journal. "with my job as board of control I had to work out a fair system " 
The decision to usc a handicap system was an important one as it cl.rew interest to 
the competition_ Field notes(l9-I0-93) taken during the games when a strong and weak 
team met, indicated that the lesser skilled students began to sit out and not try because 
they were losing. John on the other hand observed the same situation slightly differently, 
he concluded, "because you have all the good kids on one team and the bad on the other, 
the good kids won't try hard. They will get a couple of goals and then muck around." 
On interviewing John after the decision to use a handicap system was 
implemented, he believed that his choice had turned out quite well. "It's good because the 
other team came a draw with the other team(good team), the score was three aiL It 
turned out quite well. 11 John seemed to have a high perception of control as he believed in 
a fair and even system and made decisions according 1'0 this goal. 
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Subject Related Effect 
Subject related effect of John would examine his opinion of physical education in 
general and to the sport of soccer, which is the medium for the sport education model 
being used. Also under subject related effect would be John's opinion of the class teacher. 
It was evident from all three interviews that John had a liking 6r physical 
education, stating these many times. He reported that he was good at athletics, nearly 
breaking the I OOm state record for his age group and his athletic ability seemed to filter 
into other aspects of physical education. Evidence of this was indicated when asked if he 
liked soccer and did he play. He replird, "Soccer is a good sport ... I've done soccer in 
physical education. Also we have lightning carnivals, I go in those. n Further probing of 
the reasons why John liked physical education, discovered in the final interview, revealed 
that being good at sport was the main reason why he liked physicai education. 
The normal class teacher took the first half of the sport education season and a 
relief teacher, with some knowledge of sport education, took the second hal[ On 
discussion about the relationship of John with both the normal and relief teacher he replied 
that he, "got along fine with them." 
In conclusion, John is a student that has an interest in helping out others. His 
interest :n being a member of the management board of control in his opinion is a way of 
helping out others and is why he finds his role challenging. John was not discouraged 
about performing the duties involved with the role of management Loard of control, 
because he considered that his experiences in similar roles in primary school would be 
beneficial. After being very nervous in speaking in front of the class, which is one of hls 
roles, he stated that as the season progressed he developed confidence in his ability to 
speak to a group. John also stated that he did not mind the increase in work load that was 
involved with the role. John also had a high degree of perceived competence as his 
decision to handicap the two best teams appeared to be successful and developed interest 
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in the competition. Finally he stated that he liked physical education, soccer and his 
physical education teacher. 
Answer to the Resenrch Questions 
To establish the attitude of this student towards the role of being a member of the 
mar.agemeili board of control, the research questions will now be discussed. 
In an~.wering research question 2.1, What do students see as their responsibilities 
in the role they are fulfil!ing in a season of sport education?, the following was concluded 
that John perceived his rnain responsibilities as organising the fixtures for the 
competitions, along with announcements to the class before each round and the collection 
of scores and nominations for most valuable player at the end. He perceived that h!'i role 
involved telling other students what to do and generally organise them in class. In 
conclusion, he saw that his main responsibility, and one of the main reasons for his 
selection of the role, was to help out others. 
In answering research question 2.2, What are the .:Jtitudes of students towards 
their responsibilities when participating in a role in a sport education model?, the following 
was concluded. John had a positive attitude towards the responsibilities he had to 
perform. He felt nervous at first when he had to speak in front of the class, but developed 
more confidence as the season progressed. He didn't think that the workload was much 
more than what he was used to and consequently said that it was enjoyable and fun. 
Finally he liked the-idea of other students telling other students what to do instead of the 
teacher (more responsibility)and he believed that this was more enjoyable and therefore 
did not mind extra duties if this was the case. 
In answering research question 2.3, Would students wish to participate in a major 
role in another sport education curriculum model?, the following was concluded. This 
student was intrinsically motivated to the role of management board of control because it 
gave him an opportunity to help other students. Similarly he stated that he would love to 
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participate in another role in a different model of sport education. When asked which one 
he stated that he did not mind which one as long as it wasn't only as a player. Therefore 
his enthusiasm to participate in another major role was clearly identified. 
Major Research Question 
Therefore, in answering the major research question, What are students attitudes 
towards their roles and responsibilities within a sport education curriculum model in 
physica1 education?, the following was concluded. By analysing the data from the 
interviews, field notes and journal entries, it appeared to be evident thu.t John has a very 
positive attitude to the roles and responsibilities of a management board of control 
member. This role allowed John to help people, which is of interest to him. It involved 
students organising other students, and this was of particular interest to John who found it 
enjoyable and was motivated to perform extra duties. Finally, this student wished to 
participate in another role in another model of sport education and this also suggests a 
positive attitude to his role as a member of the management board of control. 
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_!:aptain/Coach: Mark's Attitude. 
Mark is a year nine student who was voted in by the team to a5sume the role of 
captain/coach. He was interviewed on three occasions: Once before his role began, 
secondly during the season when some information had been collected on his performance 
and again at the end of the season. 
From an analysis of the interview data, information gathered using the field notes 
and the students' journal entries, Mark completed the following tasks: led a seven to eight 
minute wann up at the commencement of each of the sessions, instruct his team on the 
skill being taught for that day; organise someone to set up the equipment at the beginning 
of the session and to collect at the end; allocate positions for the members of his team, be 
a role model for the rest of the team, officiate and encourage other in his team to play 
soccer. 
Intrinsic Motivation 
Mark volunteered to be a captain/coach which suggests that he was intrinsically 
motivated towards this role. When questioned on the reasons for volunteering he replied, 
"Well I've been playing soccer for a few years and I know the coach and I've helped him 
coach and I've been the captain of the team." He believed that his previous experience 
with the coach was perhaps the main influence towards his decision to be in this role. 
Mark was an exceptionally talented soccer player and this was shown quite clearly 
in his skills with the- soccer ball. His eagerness to volunteer to be in this role showed his 
willingness to progress in his capabilities, and he reported that, "I see this role as a bit 
more of a challenge, than just being a player." 
It was noteworthy, that when questioned if he would participate as captain/coach 
in another season of sport education involving basketball, he qu.ickly replied, "I would just 
like to be a player." Questiorllng further to see if it was the role that he disliked he replied, 
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"No, I don't mind being captain/coach in sports I know a lot about." Similarly, Mark 
added that he was quite content to be in just the role of player in sports he knows little 
about and feels less comfortable with. This therefore suggests that students eire quite 
prepared to take a more dominant role in the season of sport education in sports that they 
are comfortable with and feel comfortable about, but will just be a player in sports they are 
not good at or know little about. Intrinsic motivation is clearly linked to perceived 
competence which, as Mark suggests, is sport specific. 
Roles and Responsibilities 
Mark's experience with community soccer featured in his description of his idea of 
captain/coach, stating that, "I help everyone out and show them what to do." When 
questioned further he revealed that he had, "showed them coaching things from Central 
Districts and Sunday stuff what I've learnt outside of school." Central Districts is a zone 
team, one of four from which a state team is chosen. A specific example of his experience 
involved the teaching to his team of a specific set play in front of the opposition goal. 
Bringing in outside knowledge reflects a strong acceptance of his role. 
Mark had participated in similar roles before and was comfortable with the sport of 
soccer. Consequently, when asked how he felt about being given so much responsibility he 
replied, "It's gOod, I like it." When questioned why he liked being given so much 
responsibility he added, "Oh, you feel privileged to be offered this job," and believed he 
could cope quite well with the tasks facing him as captain coach. 
Perceived Competence/Achievement 
Mark, in the preliminary interview believed that his experiences as a coach and 
captain wii.hin community sport will help him in the role of captain/coach. He stated that, 
"setting up the field, getting the boys together and telling them what to do," where all 
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things that he had done in the past that had given him a high perceived competence in his 
role in sport education. 
In the second interview, Mark was specifically asked how he thought he was going 
. 
in his role. "I think I'm doing O.K." In the final interview however he believed that he had 
done a good job. "I thovght I did a pretty good job. 11 
It was interesting to hear what Mark perceived others thought of his competence 
in his role of captain/coach. He stated, "Yes I suppose they think fm doing alright.'' but 
added that, "they probably think that I'm a bit bossy." This opinion seems to suggest that 
Mark feels that some of the students may dislike him because of it, but believed that even 
so, in some cases it had improved friendships. "I know everyone in my team and we hang 
around together." 
One other factor that could influence perceived competence is achievement. When 
questioned on his team performance in the second interview he replied, "Yes, we are 
coming second." Unfortunately for Mark's team they lost in the finals, but nevertheless 
losing in the finals did not alter his perception of his own competence in the role, still 
believing that he did a pretty good job. 
Perception of Control 
Mark's perception of control in the role of captain/coach centred around his 
perception of being able to influence his team to play better. This was facilitated by 
training the players. When questioned whether he thought that he did make difference to 
the team's performance, he replied, "Yes, I think so." He was questioned further as to in 
what way he made a difference. "I've encouraged them to play soccer." It was observed 
using the field notes (week 6, see summary of field notes) that some of his team were not 
as interested in soccer as he was and lhis may account for why he feels that encouraging 
them to play was one aspect that he had influenced to the team getting in the finals. 
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Subject Related Affect 
Mark liked sports and in particular, soccer. This became apparent when asked did 
he like physical education. "I don't mind it. Some sports are good and some aren't. I don't 
really like athletics." Questioning further it became clear that he liked the-sports he was 
good at, but disliked some of the sports he was not good at such as athletics. "I'm O.K at 
athletics, but I like soccer mainly." 
When asked about his relationship with his teachers, he stated that he had a few 
problems with a few teachers in the school. ''Some I do, some don't like me," but added, 
"not the physical education teachers, I like the physical education teachers." Asking the 
classroom teacher about Mark's relationship with the staff, he said that many teachers 
disliked him because he was disruptive in class and he was surprised to see he had taken 
on a role with such responsibility. 
In conclusion, Mark saw the experience of being captain/coach as a way to extend 
his abilities in the game of soccer, a sport in which he was very talented. His experiences 
outside school in soccer had influenced him to become a captain/coach He had 
participated in similar leadership roles before at primary school and it was these that he 
considered would help him in his role. He believed that he had done a good job, because 
his team had come runners up in the finals. Finally he stated that he likes physical 
education and wished to participate in a major role again as long as it was with sports he 
was familiar with. Similarly he stated that he wished only to be a player in sports that he 
was not familiar with. 
AnsWers to the Research Questions 
In answering research question 2.1, What do students see as their responsibilities 
in the role they are fulfilling in a season of sport education?, Mark believed that his major 
responsibilities in his role as captain/coach were to help the other students in his team and 
show them things that he has learnt through his experiences outside of school. His team 
was not very enthusiastic at times and so he saw one of his other main responsibilities 3:, 
encouraging the players in his team to want to play soccer. 
In answer to research question 2.2, What are the attitudes of students towards 
their responsibilities when participating in a role in a sport education model?, Mark clearly 
had a very positive attitude to the responsibilities he had to undertake as captain/coach. 
He believed that ! ... ' had done a very good job within his role and this was accentuated by 
his team coming second in the finals at the end of the season. Consequently the success of 
his team and his perceived influence on them to perfonn the way they did, had given him a 
positive attitude to his role. Mark also felt very comfortable about what he had to do 
because his experiences in similar leadership roles and experiences with the coach of his 
community team had given him great confidence. 
In answering research question 2.3, Would students wish to participate in a major 
role in another sport education curriculum model? Mark enjoyed participating in the role 
of captain/coach and stated that he would like to participate in this role again. He also 
stated that he would also like to try some of the other more authoritative roles as well. i.e. 
management board of control. He also stated that he wished only to participate in these 
roles when the sport that they were doing was one in which he was familiar \'.:-1 and knew 
a great deal about. Similarly, he wished only to participate in the role of player in sports 
that he was not comfortable with and new little about. 
Major Research Question 
In answer the major research question, What are students attitudes towards their 
roles and responsibilities within a sport education curriculum model in physical education?, 
it was concluded that, after analysing the interview data along with supporting evidence 
from field notes and brief student journal entries, it appeared that this student had a 
positive attitude towards the role of captain/coach. This role allowed Mark to extent his 
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abilities in a sport he was very familiar with and who would otherwise be bored with if 
forced to be just a player. Mark did not mind the extra work and considered it a 
challenge, emphasising his interest to participate in the role. He also wished to participate 
in the role again in a different sport which he was famf}iar with, which also strengthens the 
perception that this student had a positive attitude towards the role. 
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Publicity Officer 
Mike, in a four way contest, was voted by the class to take on the role of publicity 
officer. Mike was interviewed on three occasions: when he had been elected to the role of 
publicity officer, but before he had begun his role; in the middle of the season when some 
of the results had been publicised; and again at the end of the season. 
Using the interview data, information gathered using the field notes and the 
student journal entries, this student completed the following tasks: publishing the team 
lists and the corresponding colours of each of the teams, the competition results on the 
gymnasium notice board, the weekly upgrading of these results, liaison with the 
management board of control to receive the results for publication. He also participated 
as a player. 
Intrinsic Motivation 
The role of publicity officer is perhap~, not one in which students can identifY with 
as easily as a coach or first aid officer. It was therefore interesting to find out why Mike 
decided to become a publicity nffirrr When asked what were some of the reasons why he 
volunteered for the role, he replied, "just for fun, somethiug good to do and different." It 
seemed that Mike liked the idea of having a tit!e, that of publicity officer and therefore 
found it different and attractive. This point was strengthened in the second interview 
when asked if the role of publicity ofiicer w<:~ the one that he wanted to do. "I would have 
like to have been q, first aid person so then I wouldn't have to do so much." Similarly, 
when askt!d if it requi· ed a lot of work, he replied, "oh, no, not really. You just have to 
draw up a few things and that, but first aid officer is a bit easier, just carry them to the 
nurs:::." It seemed that 1\./uke wanted tc lmve a role identity and name, but wanted to do as 
little as possible. These two factors, seemed to be the main reasons why he was motivated 
to do any of the roies at all. 
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Roles and Responsibilities 
In his role of publicity offker, Mike saw his main responsibility as, "advertising 
what happens in your group." He reported that he had not seen much advertising that 
would help and guide him in his role at the community sporting centre, but when 
questioned about how he knew what to write, he replied that he had seen advertising, "up 
on the notice board for basketbalL" which was for a different season of sport education at 
the school. 
When Mike was question1~d about whether the publicity officer was the role that he 
wished to participate in he replied no, stating that it was the first aid officer that was his 
first choice. He had already stated that he wished that the workload fur his role was less. 
It was therefore surprising that when asked how he reacted to the tasks he must perform, 
he replied, " I don't mind, it doesn't interfere with my sport time, I did it during my 
tutorial It didn't take up much of my time.". Furthermore, ivlike reported that, "I sat in 
this room and drew it and coloured it in." Even though this was the case, the 
responsibility of doing many tasks associated with Mike's role where not undertaken of his 
own accord and were teacher initiated This point is emphasised when asked when he 
decided to put results up on the board and how, "Mr Smith came to me last week and told 
me to think of something to do. I wrote it down on a piece of paper and sussed it out and 
wrote it down." He added that he, "knew about the wins and loses and that, but Mr Smith 
told me to put down the total goals; how many you've scored." 
Perceived Competence/ Achievement 
Although many of tlw tasks that Mike did in his role, in advertising the results on 
the notice board, were teacher initiated, it did not seem to show in his perception of his 
competence in the role. When asked how he believed he was going in his role, he replied, 
"pretty good I suppose, I haven't had any complaints lately." 
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His competence was also strengthened by his perception of how other students 
thought he was going in his role. "Hopefully, 'ihey think that I'm doing a good job." 
Unfortunately Mike claimed that he had net seeJ1 much sport advertising before and had 
little guidance of what a publicity officer should do. This was the first time that this group 
had done a model of sport education and so the students did not have a model to make a 
comparison about :Mike's performance either, resulting in Mike thinking the way he did. 
This point stresses the need for curriculum support material for this particular area. 
It was interesting to note that in the final journal entry made by Mike, he stated 
that he could have done more work in association with his role_ "Hopefully, if we do it 
again, I'll get my role and do more work, like more billboard advertisements, maybe 
putting the updating scores and things like that in the tutorial notices." It therefore 
appeared that as the season progressed, Mike's confidence within the role increased, a 
positive outcome given his initial reticence in assuming the role 
Perception of Control 
It is great to see on a Sunday morning, children playing sport, all dressed in their 
team colours. When asked if he thought that seeing a similar sight in sport education 
would be great, he replied, "it would make it look a lot better." When asked how did he 
think the teams were going ir. respect to achieving this goal, he stated, "I don't think that 
they are taking any notice." He believed that he had done his job and publicised the team 
colours, but it was up to the "captains of the teams" to stress the wearing of team colours. 
Mike was then asked if he considered his performance in the role to be important 
to the success of the sport education season of soccer. "I suppose so, they wouldn't know 
who is to play who or who is winning and that." This high perception of the significance 
of his role and his performance within that role has contributed to Mlke have a high 
perception of controL 
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Subject Related Effect 
Mike is a student who likes sport and physical education. Although this was the 
case, he disliked soccer at first, but changed his attitude towards the sport as the season 
progressed. "I didn't like it at first but throughout the: weeks I thought it was quite good." 
He believed the best thing about soccer was the, ''playing, it's fun." 
In conclusion, Mike was motivated to do the role of publicity officer because he 
wished to be recognised with a title. This was emphasized when he stated that he wished 
to be a first aid officer because it required a bit Jess work, meaning he wanted to have a 
role, but would rather perform an easier one His enthusiasm for the role was limited 
towards the start of the season, but he stated that as the season progressed he began to 
enjoy the role and was enthusiastic about doing more. He stated that he liked physical 
education ;.~ad his teachers and that he would like to participate in a major role again. 
Most of the work that Mike did ill regard to his role was teacher initiated. 
Answers to the Research Questions 
In answer to research question 2.1, What do students see as their responsibilities in 
the role they are fulfi!ling in a season of sport education?, Mike saw his main 
responsibilities in the role of publicity officer as advertising what is going on in the group. 
In his opinion he was responsible or the advertising of the teams, the team colours and the 
results for the formal set of fixtures in the competition. Mike believed t~mt he had little to 
go by when trying to establish his responsibilities and therefore had only the guidance of 
what other students had done in previous sport education seasons for fulfilling his role. In 
this way he believed that he was limited in knowing what his responsibilities \vhere. 
In answer to research question 2.2, What are the attitudes of students towards 
their responsibilities when participating in a role in a sport education model?, this student 
was at first not comfortable with the role and the responsibilities that came with that role. 
This is clear by the fact that all of the resultant advertising that was done was teacher 
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directed. Mike volunteered for the role because he wished to have a name but was not 
bothered with which one. This too was further accentuated when he i:1dicated that he 
wished to be a first aid officer because they don't do much. It was interesting that the 
attitude of this student towards this role and responsibilities changed during the season. In 
the student journal, he wrote that he would like to have 'another go at the role' because he 
believed that there was so much more that be could have done and would like to do. 
In answer to research question 2.3, Would students wish to participate in a major 
role in another sport education curriculum model?, the following was concluded. Mike 
wrote at the end of his journal that he wished to participate in another major role in a 
different model of sport education. He believed that he had done a good job as publicity 
officer, even though the work was teacher directed, but believed now he knew what to do 
it would be much easier, and that there was so much more that he would like to do. 
Major Research Question 
In answer the major research question, What are students attitudes towards their 
roles and responsibilities within a sport education curriculum model in physical education?, 
it \vas concluded. by analysing the interview data with supporting evidence from field 
notes and brief student journal entries, that this student did not have a positive attitude 
towards the role of publicity officer. Ail of the work that this student did was tencher 
directed. It was interesting to note that as the season progressed, the attitude of this 
student seemed to change, and he actually considered the role interesting. He. stated that 
the work did not interfere with his physical education time and that it did not take up 
much of his personal time. Finally he stated that he \Vished to have another go at the role 
again and do things differently, emphasizing that he had a more positive attitude to the 
role of publicity officer. 
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First Aid Officer 
Michelle is a year pjne female who was particip1ting in an all boys class because 
she didn't get along with the girls.(see summary interview with Michelle) At first it would 
appear that having only one girl in an all boy's class would cause some problems, but 
Michelle fitted into the class very well and was accepted as if she was just 'one of the 
guys'. Her good sporting ability also helped her cope. 
Michelle's role in this model of sport education was that of first aid officer, elected 
into the role by the class, along with three others. She was interviewed on two occasions; 
once prior to the commencement of her role and again after the season had finished. 
Michelle, was not required to pcrfonn any first aid duties during the season of 
sport educatior., so she was not observed in her specified role. The information gathered 
on this student was collected using the journal entries and the interviews. 
Intrinsic Motivation 
Michelle chme to be a first aid officer and was voted in, along with three others, 
by the rest of the class. Her reasons for such an interest in the role became apparent when 
questioned why she wvnted to become a first aid officer. "I like helping people, that was 
the one I wanted to do. My uncle is one who fixes up people at the cricket club and 
football club and that. I go and help him with cuts and that." Michelle's uncle was 
responsible for. first aid at local community sporting club and became a significant other, 
featuring in both her interviews. 
Some other students bad suggested that being a first aid officer would be good 
because you have very little to do. Michelle was asked the same question and replied, "no, 
you can't help it if they c!on't get hurt. If the injuries come then they come. You just have 
to miss out." 
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The main reason why Michelle was intrinsically motivated to be a first aid officer 
seemed to be because she liked to help people. "I like to make sure everyone is alright." 
Her enthusiasm for the role is clearly shown when asked if she would participate in a role 
in a different m0del of sport education. She replied, "I'd still like to do first aid." It was 
also interesting to note that she said that she would like to continue as first aid officer for 
the rest of the semester, even though they were not doing sport education. 
Roles and Rcsgonsibilitie~ 
In the first interview, Michelle was asked exactly what she expected to be doing in 
the role of first aid officer. "If people get a sprained ankle, you go and fix them up and see 
if it's alright to go back on." Another example of her description of her duties is shown 
when asked exactly what she would do if someone had an ankle injury. "Go out there and 
see if they could walk on it. If they can't then I would take them off, take their shoe off 
and see how badly their ankle is injured and get an ice pack on there to get the swelling 
down." Her procedure description for treating an injury was excellent for a year nine 
student, showing that she had a good grasp of her role description and the necessary 
knowledge to carry it out effectively. 
MicheiiC was asked if she had done anything towards furthering her knowledge in 
first aid, which would be a neccssa1y part of being a first aid offt...:er, that is knowing what 
to do if someone requires first aid. "I have a book at home and it's called Survival with 
First Aid and I've nearly read it. I've been reading it for a while now, it's a big book." 
Her enthusiasm for the role of first aid officer was very high. It was not surprising 
that when asked how he felt about having to perform some of these roles and 
responsibilities, she answered, "I don't mind, I reckon it's fun. I don't mind helping people 
out. It's a lot of fun helping people out." 
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Perceived Competence/ Achievement 
Michelle's perceived competence in her role as first aid officer would be concerned 
mainly with how she felt would perform in her role. She felt quite confident that she could 
do a good job in first aid and believed that previous achievements thr0ugh past 
experiences with first aid hac! given her.. a sense of confidence. "We were at a camp a 
couple of weeks ago and we were out in a group, about five of us. Our leader fell out of a 
tree and broke his arm and I just put a bandage on it and kept it straight. I just did that 
until we got him back and they reckon I did a good job and they gave me a certificate." 
Questioning where she got the experience from to perform first aid, she mentioned a camp 
in year seven. "At a camp in year seven in the bush, I had to strap an arm up with a 
bandage and string and that and they taught us how to fix them up." Similarly she told of 
her experiences with her uncle and from reading books. "I also learnt from books and my 
uncle. They both helped me." 
Many of the students in her class were involved with the camp Michelle went on a 
few weeks ago and therefore it was not surprising that she thought that others perceived 
h~r to be quite competent in her role. 
In the second inter.'iew, Michelle was questioned whether she felt disappointed 
that she did not get to do anything in the season of soccer. She said that she was, "a bit 
disappointed, as I really wanted to try it out, but if noMone wants to get hurt then they 
can't help it." Her disappointment was further exemplified by her journal entries. "I 
haven't treated anyone so far, but soon I will I hope." and, "I still haven1t had to treat any 
injuries. Will someone hurt themselves. u Even though she was disappointed about not 
having to perform f1rst aid, she did say that being in the role had improved her co-
operation with the other students. I've learn1• to, "co-operate with the other kids, help 
them out and see if they are O.K." 
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Subject Related Effect 
Michelle was questioned m both interviews on whether she liked physical 
education or not. On both occasions she said that she liked physical education and had 
always liked it. The main rea~on for such an opinion was that, "1 like sport, I like to run 
around and get hot. It's fun." Similarly she said that she liked soccer and when asked for 
some reasons why, replied, "When I was in year four, the teacher used to play soccer. He 
used to take me out on the field and show me how to play soccer and I really liked it. We 
went out there and played it for a while, then I got into a boys team and we won the 
championships and I kept on doing it, it's fun." 
Michelle was highly motivated to be in the role of first aid officer. Her enthusiasm 
stems from experiences with her uncle who is also a first aid officer. Although a little 
disappointed in not having to perform first aid , but she knew that it is best if injuries do 
not occur. Nevertheless, Michelle was well prepared for the job, even reading a book on 
first aid. She had also been called upon as the person to treat a student at a recent camp. 
She loves rhysical education and the sport of soccer and her experiences as a first aid 
officer in this season of sport education has Jed to her wanting to be first aid officer for the 
class, even though they were not involved in sport education later in the school year. 
Answers to the Research Questions 
In answering the research question 2.1, What do students see as their 
responsibilities in the role they are fulfilling in a season of sport education?, Michelle 
perceived her main responsibilities as helping out students when they get injured. She 
stated that it would involve examining the injury and making a decision whether they 
needed to go to the nurse or whether they should stay on the field. She also believed that 
she may need to perform basic first aid, including the icing of a sprained ankle. It is 
encouraging to know that this student can also perform basic first aid. 
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In answering the research question 2.2, What are the attitudes of students towards 
their responsibilities when participating in a role in a sport education model?, the following 
was concluded; Michelle has an extremely positive attitude towards the responsibilities 
. 
that she must undertake as first aid officer. While she did not get to perform any first aid, 
her knowledge of the subject was exceptional. She was so comfortable with her 
responsibilities that she was called upon to perform fist aid on a resent camp. Finally her 
positive attitude was exemplified when she stated that she was reading a big medical book 
on first aid and that she wished to continue to be a first aid ofiker when the sport 
education season had finished. 
In answering to research question 2.3, Would students wish to participate in a 
major role in another sport education curriculum model?, it was decide that Michelle's 
eilthusiasm for the role of first aid officer was an indication of her opinion of the role of 
first aid officer. It was therefore not surprising that she stated that she would wish to 
participate in a major role again in a different model of spm1 education, but stipulated that 
she wished to do first aid ofiicer again and not any of the others. 
Major Research Question 
In answering the major research question, What are students attitudes towards 
their roles and responsibilities within a sport education curriculum model in physical 
education?, it was concluded by analysing the data from the interview, field notes and 
student journal entries it is clear that this student had an extremely positive attitude 
towards the role of first aid officer and the responsibilities that are associated with that 
role. She had a strong interest in helping people and this role gave her an opportunity to 
do just that. Her attitude to the role was indeed finally stressed when she wished to be a 
first aid officer for the rest of the year even though it would not be in sport education. 
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Player 
Darren's role in sport education is that of player. Darren was interviewed on two 
occasions; qnce at the end of the skilled practices and beginning of the small sided games 
and once again at the end of the season. 
Using the interview data, information gathered using the field notes and from the 
student journal entries, this student practiced as part of a team under instruction from the 
captain/coach; was seen to fool around a couple of times and on one occasion deliberately 
kicking the soccer ball into the pool area, help get the equipment out, helping in the setting 
up of the playing field for the team; and participate as part of a team in a round robin 
competition. He was absent from class on two occasions. 
Intrinsic MotivatiQl! 
When the roles of sport education were chosen, students were asked to volunteer, 
and then were selected by the class. Darren volunteered to be in the role of captain/coach 
and management board of control. Unfortunately for Darren, he was not voted in by the 
class into either of these roles. Darren would have liked to have participated in a different 
role and this was outlined when asked if he would like to participate in a different role in 
another model of sport education. "Yes, it depends what the game is. If it's something like 
football, then I'd prefer to be a player, but in things like athletics, well I don't really mind 
being. anything.,., When questioned further he stated that he, "didn't mind being in a more 
authoritative role in sports that I'm good at and enjoy." Similarly when asked about the 
sports he was not good at, he stated that he would just rather be a player. "Yes, just being 
a player in those ones." 
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Roles and Responsibilitie::: 
Darren was first of all asked if he was disappointed about not getting into the more 
authoritative roles. He replied, "No, not really, because either way I do the same thing. I 
end up playing, but I have to do a bit extra." Questioning further on what he meant by a 
bit extra, he said that he helped out in other areas; meaning in other roles. Darren's idea of 
the roles and responsibilities was therefore encompassing duties of not only a player, "Just 
compete well and try your hardest, try and learn, not just play. You've got to learn and 
pick up things and help as much as you can to your team. "(see table 6), but duties of some 
of the roles that he was not voted into. 
Darren, when questioned about how, as a player, felt about taking instmctions 
from other members of the class; said,. "Well sometimes, depending upon how they tell 
you, if they just yell and get really grumpy, they think their the boss, no I don't really like 
it. If they do their job the way that they are expected to do it then it doesn't really hotJ·\r-• 
me." This point was re-iterated when asked the same question in the second interview, 
"Yes, if they stick to their job and do it well, then I don't mind " This suggests that it rests 
with the performance of the captain/coach and others in similar role, to determine the 
willingness of students to participate effectively in the lesson, that is if students in the roles 
other than that of player do their role well, then the lesson will run smoothly. On the other 
hand if they do not do a good job, thPn the effectiveness of the lesson is lost. A good 
example of this was observed in week six of the field notes when the captain of Darren's 
team was not organised and as a result, Darren was off task and kicked the soccer balls 
into the school swimming pool. 
Perceived Competence/ Achievement 
Two of the four teams in the competition were very strong and the other two were 
relatively weak. Darren was in one of the weaker teams who we,e given a two goal 
advantage by the management board of control each time they played one of the better 
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teams. When asked had this helped his team, Darren replied, "It didn't really help us, 
because half our team was always sick. Half our team didn't get changed, they were 
getting too hot." When questioned further in the second interview on the final standings of 
IUs team he replied, "I think we came second last or last, I'm not sure." Darren's attitude 
towards his role therefore could be influenced by the fact that his team did not do so well 
in the competition, a common outcome for players who compete in uneven competitions. 
Darren's perceived competence as a player was made clear when asked if he 
thought that he had done a great job in his role. "I feel that I've done a good job as being 
a player as best as I can to my abilities." On further, he stated that he had been 
encouraged by his fellow students. "Well I know that I've given it my best effort and I've 
been congratulated every now and again ... other students say good shot or good goal." He 
was then asked who had congratulated him and replied, "Within my team and from other 
teams as well." 
It was interesting what Darren had thought he had learnt as a player in sport 
education. "Mainly mles of the game. l used to think 1 could play that, it's easy. You get 
out there and try the mles and I found it's not so easy aficr all You have to really know 
the mles and stuff and know how to usc them." Questioning further on the fact that you 
have to know the rules better, he replied, "In just physical education you just go through 
and just play and learn games and things. You didn't do much really- mnning, exercises, 
but in sport education you learn how to play the game." This point suggests that Darren 
has a dislike towards multi activity. physical education and a liking for sport education 
This was also emphasized when asked if learning about how to play the game was 
something that he liked, he replied, "Yes, because you learn how to play the game of 
football and soccer and all sports." 
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Perception of Control 
Darren indicated that some of his team failed tc tum up or forgot their clothes for 
physical education, and he believed that these students were letting the team down. When 
was how he felt about those students he said, "Well, it depend~ ··:hat they do. Not 
bringing their clothes is quite silly actually, but just being sicl~ and that, v:e!! that's 
understandable, they can't help it " \Vith so many students not participatin:~ ,:;n a regular 
basis he was therefore asked how this had affected the way he had tried in his role as a 
player. "It's made me work harder and I felt exhausted and I sat down a couple of times. 11 
He believed that his participation in the team was necessary for their success in the 
competition. 
Darren was away sick the last couple of weeks of the season and consequently 
when asked whether he thought that his participation had helped the team perform how 
they have, he replied, "Yeah it has in some ways, but lately when we've been having games 
I haven't been there to help." 
Subject Related EfTect 
Darren is a student who really likes physical education. "I love it". He gave the 
main reason why he loved it so much as, ''you get out and not just do work and stuff. 
You do lots of fun things you can do in your own time." Because of this positive attitude 
to physical education in general, it was surprising that he didn't really like soccer. "well, 
not in general, not really. I prefer track and field events." This was surprising as he stated 
in the first interview that he had played soccer for a community team. "Yes I played in a 
little town I used to live in called Boyup Brook." He continued to make it known that he 
particularly like athletics above all else. 
Darren appeared to get dong fine with the teacher of the class and when asked this 
question, he replied, "Fine, I get along fine with all my teachers." 
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Darren was not intrinsicaiiy motivated to assume the role of player, but was in the 
role because he was not voted into any of the other roles he volunteered for. He was not 
disappointed being only a player as he believed that he helped out the students in those 
particular roles and it was similar to being in that role anyway. 
He stated that he didn't mind taking instruction from one of the other St!Jdents, as 
long as they stuck to their role. Many of the members of his team were sick or did not 
participate and so he believed that his participation in the team was vital for their success. 
He believed that in sport education he learnt how to play the game and not just learn skills, 
which is "Nhat he said he was use to. He liked physical education although some sports he 
did not like. Finally he wished to participate in a more authoritative role in sports he was 
good at and felt comfortable with, but also stated that he wanted to be a player in sports 
that he was not comfortable with. 
Answer to the Research Questions 
In answering: research question 2.1, 'Nhat do students see as their r~sponsibilities 
in the role they are fulfilling in a season of sport education?, Darren perceived that his 
major role as a player is to try his hardest, as a part of a team. to help his captain as much 
as possible. He did not get into the roles that he wanted, so he considered that helping out 
others in the role was the next best thing. Finally his efforts during play were considered 
his main responsibility. 
In answering research question 2.2, What are the attitudes of students towards 
their responsibilities when participating in a role in a sport education model?, Darren 
appeared to have a positive attitude towards his responsibilities. He seemed frustrated 
with some of ti~.e other students who did not have a positive attitude towards their role as 
player by letting the i.eam down by forgetting gear. It seemed that while he felt 
comfortable with the limited responsibilities he had, this student wanted more. This was 
emphasized by the way he helped out others in their roles. 
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In answering research question 2.3, Would students wish to participate in a major 
role in another sport education curriculum model?, it was concluded that Darren liked 
soccer and that was why he wished to participate in a more authoritative role other than 
that of his current role of·player. He said that he would like to participate in an 
authoritative role again in sports he likes, but he would participate as player in sports he 
didn't like. 
Major Research Question 
In answering the major research question, What are students attitudes towards 
their roles and responsibilities within a sport education curriculum model in physical 
education?, it was concluded that by analysing the data from the interviews, field notes 
and student journal entries, it was apparent that Darren had a positive attitude towards the 
role of player. It was also apparent that he wished to have more responsibility and this 
was outlined by this student volunteering for two other roles. Finally it was observed that 
when not successful in getting these roles, he helped out other students in the roles that he 
wished to participate in, although at times he was of task and apparently disinterested. 
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Conclusion 
Cole and Chan's Model of Attitude Formation 
Interviews were the main method of data collection used in this study. The data 
obtained from the interviews needed to be analysed in some way. Cole and Chan's model 
of attitude formation was the model used to examine and interpret the data obtained in the 
interviews and the journal entries. It is therefore necessary to evaluate the appropriateness 
of Cole and Chan's model in developing an insight into a student's attitude. 
It was in the opinion of the researcher that this model was extrt:mely useful in 
determining the attitudes of student's to their roles and responsibilities in sport education. 
Even so, it was very liP'';ted in its raw form. Cole and Chan describe the attitudes of 
students to their personal achievement. Unfortunately in sport education, th~ attitudes of 
students in many of the roles e.g captain/coach depend greatly on the achievements of 
others. i.e. the achievement of the coach may depend on how well his/her team performs 
in the games. Using this example, the perception of control of this student will depend on 
his ability to change others and their efforts as well as his own. Therefore some of the 
categories had to be expanded to take into account the difference in the normal school 
setting in which attitudes are formulated. The conceptual framework shown in figure two 
shows how the categories developed by Cole and Chan (1987) have been adapted to suit 
the research questions. Some of the categories were too closely related and were 
therefore combined. e.g. subject related effect, a category shown in the conceptual 
framework, was formed from the categories of; subject related effect, school related effect 
and teacher related effect, as proposed by Cole ar.d Chan (1987). 
This model was useful as a guide to the development of a similar model of attitude 
formation to suit the situational needs of the research. The ideas of Gibbon and Bressan 
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(1991) wrre also considered. While their study focused on attitude formation as, "a lived 
body experience," (p.84), they stated that due to the complexity of the subject, •'rejecting 
their framework for attitude formation could also be an advantage." (p.94) The Cole and 
Chan (1987) model of a•.tituc!e formation is therefore recommended to be used by any 
researcher wishing to perfonn a similar study, but designed to the specific research 
questions. It must be noted, that w~ ... o: and Chan's (1987) model was chosen for this 
study, rejecting this framework could a .·.u be an advantage! 
Interviews were the main method of data collection used in this study. Field notes 
and brief student journal entries were also methods of data collection used to help 
triangul~te responses. These methods arc typically used in an ethnographic study such as 
this. It is rherefore appropriate to analyse the relevant strengths and weaknesses that these 
methods had for this particular study. 
Using interviews as the main method of data collection and supporting the 
responses to the interview questions with field notes and brief student's journal entries 
provided an ideal basis for the collection of data from all angles. Observations were useful 
in probing furtf'1cr in the interviews, which in turn provided meaning behind the actions of 
the students within their roles. The information was then strengthened by the data 
obtained in the journal entries 
On~ disadvantage of using these methods is that they required a great deal of time 
in both the collection and analysis phase of the study. To obtain sufficiently accurate 
information, observations needed to be taken at every session, and for the duration. 
Unfortunately only one researcher was present, and it became difficult to observe and 
record data for all of the students at any one time. Similarly, it required a great deal of 
time and effort to track down students for an interview/s. It could therefore be said that 
the main weakness of the methods used in this study were time demands. Fortunately, the 
information gathered far outweighed the downfall of time. The methods were then found 
to be accurate and useful for this study. 
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Sport education is a student centred cuniculum model for teaching that gives many 
~f the decisions about the running of the lesson to the students. For many teachers, the 
prospect of such a curriculum model is daunting to say the least. The original class 
teacher, whom was present for the first few weeks of class had participated in a season of 
sport education previously. The relief teacher however had not and found it difficult to 
hang back and let the students run the lesson for themselves. In many cases, the teacher 
found himself stepping in to control some of the students having a few problems with 
organisation, which for a more experienced teacher in sport education would be resolved 
easily with communication via the management board of control. 
One other consideration was that because many of the decisions within the lesson 
were given to the students, the teacher consequently found himself wondering what to do. 
Until the closing stages of the sport education season at Richardson, very few guidelines 
had been established on continually measuring and evaluating the students as they 
progress. This point stresses the need for guidelines to be developed that will help 
teachers in their evaluation of students in this unique setting. 
One of the reasons why the teacher of this class found it difficult to let the student 
take over a great deal of responsibility in the running of the lesson. i.e. organisation of 
fixtures and the setting up of filed areas. Some student were left floundering due to the 
responsibility involved, (arguing who was to set up and who was to put away the gear) 
which for most, if not all, is completely new to them. It is clearly too much to expect 
students to be able to perform effectively in their sport education roles without a period of 
transition from teacher directed to student directed learning. Mosston and Ashworth's 
(1986) Leamer Initiated style of teaching, similar to sport education described how the 
student checks in with the teacher in the pre-impact stage of the lesson. At first, the 
student would check in frequently, but would become less frequent a the experience of the 
student and the knowledge of the subject matter are mastered. The same situation is 
apparent in sport education, whereby students need to be directed greatly by the teacher at 
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first, but given more responsibility as their knowledge and experience increases. It is 
recommended that the students experience a season or year of transition in which students' 
experiences teaching using teams, but with the teacher taking over most of the 
responsibility. Students will still have roles and carry their. out, but students will receive 
detailed and supported feedback and instructions from the teacher.. The amount of 
responsibility would then be slowly increased until the students work independently of the 
teacher and can make the transition to a full model of sport education more easily. 
Some of the students e.g. publicity officer, volunteer~d to be in the role because it 
seemed they like the idea of having a title. They WP.re motivated to be .! the role not 
because they wished to participate more in the lesson, but because they could then say, or 
feel that they were important. Other students wished to be involved in a role, but were 
not voted in by the class. Many students are therefore left disappointed about th(~ class. It 
is suggested that more roles be established but with increasing amounts of responsibility. 
An example would be that of player, ranging from a player, to a player that has scoring or 
umpiring duties a~ welL Similarly, a student in the role of vice captain would take over 
from the captain/coach if they are sick, or just help out when they are present in the class. 
This way students can enter at a level that they feel comfortable and not struggle in a role 
that they are not comfortable with or are not prepared to do. Similarly, for those students 
who wished to assume a role with more responsibility, but were not elected, they can then 
do so. It is important that the teacher is involved early on in the study. This would help 
the students into obtaining a role that is suited to them. The successful running of a sport 
education relies on students performing their roles well. Asking students to perform a 
role that they do not have the skills or knowledge. to perform could result in problems later 
in the seasor1. 
Students in thi!i season of sport education began to lose interest in the competition 
because the teams weie unt:.ven. Even though the managernerit board of control made a 
decision to rectify the problem with a goal advantage, the one sided nature did cause 
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problems. Students in the weaker teams did not try hard and sat down on one occasion 
because they knew they were going to lose. On the other hand, the better student would 
score a couple of goals and then fool around as they knew they were going to win. The 
selection of the teams at Richardson was done by the students. While the management 
board uf control considered that staying with friends was a major priority, it is suggested 
that the teache:- helps in the formation of relatively even teams. They will then provide a 
basis from which to work and any conflict between team members can be resolved by way 
of transfer without altering the consistency of the teams. 
Students also began to lose interest because they played the same team every 
second week. After they had played the other three teams, they knew who was going to 
win, resulting in teams fooling arouud or just not bothering to try because they knew they 
who was going to win or lose. This was due to the fact that there was only four teams of 
six or seven in the competition. More teams would obviously have been better. This 
could be done by reducing the amount of students in each team. Students worked 
extremely well in the small sided games, consisting of three aside. Students could have 
play a season within a season. This would involve playing a round robin tournament with 
three aside and then end the season with students playing six aside in their original teams. 
This way, the outcome of each week is different and the repetitiveness of playing the same 
teams over and over is diminished. 
Sport education is only in its experimental stages of development. There are many 
aspects of the sport education experience that need to be refined. e.g how to approach 
each different sport, the sizing of teams for different sports, and assessment and 
evaluation. More researcher is needed in these areas to help the guidance of sport 
education as a curriculum alternative to multi activity physical education. 
Grant et a!. (1992) reported on a sport education model in New Zealand using 
Form 5 (year II) students. This study concluded that many students became involved 
agnin in sport, even taking on coaching or assistant managing roles. A similar situation 
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occurred in this study. Michelle, the first aid officer, volunteered to become first aid 
officer outside of the sport education season in physical education and on two camps 
within her year. Grant et a!. concluded that as the season progressed, the students were 
given more and more responsibility, making it more like real sport. Students at 
Richardson were also given more and more responsibility as the season progressed, but 
there came a point whereby they were given too much responsibility and the success of the 
sport education session became questionable. This could possibly be because of the 
younger students being used at Richardson than in Grant et al. 's study. Grant et a!. also 
reported that those students who benefited the most were those less likely to participate in 
regular physical education classes. This was true to some extent at Richardson. Some 
students that were kept interested in the competition by the success of their team became 
involved more and more as the season progressed as they considered that their 
participation was necessary for the success of the team. This was the case of Darren, the 
player in this study. In concluding, Grant et al established the fact that a high regard for 
sport education had developed from both teachers and students. The results from 
Richardson agree with the findings of Grant et al. and conclude that students have a 
favourable attitude towards their roles in sport education and about sport education in 
general. 
Pope (1993) studied the attitudes of students and teachers towards sport education 
in New Zealand. Using a questionnaire he discovered that nearly all students understood 
the role of captain, coach and player, but approximately two thirds had problems 
understanding 1.he role of manager. This study found these results to be slightly different. 
Students did not have any problem with understanding the roles of captain/coach, player 
and management board of control, but the role of publicity officer caused some problems. 
Mike, the publicity offic~r had to be directed by the teacher. Pope also concluded that 
students were typically in favour of sport education. While this study did not investigate 
the attitudes of students towards sport education as a whole, bnt to their specific role, it 
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could only be inferred that the positive attitudes conveyed by the students towards their 
roles are indicative of their positive attitude towards sport education. In this respect, the 
results from Richardson support the lindings of Pope (1993). 
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As pm cf::::y oe~wch i.:;:o &..!5 S?=':1 c:::!llc:.;;:5o:; ~d I woulD De. p<.t.r;ful i..fyou wouJd 
f..!l o\Jl t.,c (o!fo·.vir,g q~Jcs:io~.,-;!i~ .. .!Jl c..~~wcn; ""ill b: kept co:.fidc:;:nl c.."ld ch .. ss 
m~be..-s. ·•••it! oew81 t..."Jor.r=:;;o·'"s-
Your name ................................................ . 
Age ........ . 
Pretelid name ........................................ 
. . 
Art yuu pl:~ying wmpetith·e sport lhis yn:r? 
( Tkk) 
'l'es 
2, In previuus ye:ns have you pl:lytd compe:ith·e $port fur a school le.::~m? 
Yf.s 1'-.'o 
.3. In previous ye:lr$ h:~ve you pbred cumpelitl\'e sport fol:" :'l club !f~m? 
'. 
s. 
G • 
7. 
8. 
\'es Nu 
H you h:;.ve s:oppHI pl;;ying a sport wh::.t w:ts your m:~jor rea~un for- t:i1·ing 
it L' p~ 
............. " ....... ' .............................. ' ........................... . 
Du .vuu enjl.ly 11·:Hching spur! live! Yes :"u 
D1.1 you w.:llch spurt un TV?' Yes ~·u : 
Do you curren!!y l1.we 
' 
Jl:Jrcnlls pl;~ying S(lt~r! 7 l'cs :--·u 
DQ you curr"n!!y h:n·e 
L'Hitbl 1 
:l p:trent irwuh·ecl in spur! as :111 :::~OminisCr:~IQr or 
\'cs No 
9 • DQ yoU W:Jr.( Co !.d:~ pnrt in $part :~rter you le:;ye school? 
l'('!: 
I 0. l~ sport pl~)'S ;-.n impor!:w! p.ul cr NewZe:ll:llld lif(', dues bti111:: :~t s,:lluul 
/iiVe }'DlJ a re:~l undersl:ll'1tling or \lb! spor! · voh·es? 
Yc.s NO. 
l .... 
Num;,ers ho:ve been ;;OOel!llo ~sslslln c::>1:;1\;ln ol resv1:s 
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I 
i 
I 
5.1 
5.2 
5.3 
5.4 
On a scale of 1 (very little) to 5 {heaps) what level of enjoyment did you 
get from participation in this module ? Place a circle. 
On a scale of 1 • 5 how do· you ·reel you understand the role of: 
Manager 
Coach 1 1 3 4 5 o------o ------3------8------11 
Captain 1 2 3 4 5 o------r----- r----- 7-------13 
Pla_yer 1 2 3 4 5 o-----o -----1 ------I -------2o 
6.1 Do you want to taf..:e part in sport after· you leave school? 
Yes No 
6.2 If sport plays an important part of NewZe2land life, docs being at school 
give you a real understanding of "hat sport invol\'es? 
Yes No - ? 
Please r':spcnd to the following statements by ticking in th.e approprlate box. 
1.1 There is too much sport on TV? 
Srrongly Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Srrongly Disagree 
7·.2 Sport is only for those who are good at it 
Strongly Agree Not Sure Disagree Srrongly Dis:agree 
7.3 Sport is a good character builder 
.... 
·-------
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Siiongly Agree Agree Not Sure 
7. 4 · Spq"rt is like a religion in NewZealand 
; ·.:: .. \ 
Strongly Agree Agrre Not Sure 
7. 5 There is too much competition in sport today 
Srrongly Agree Agree Not Sure 
Disagree Strongly Disagree 
Disagree Strongly Disagree 
Disagree Strongly Disagree 
7.6 Sport should be an important part of all secondary students Jh·es 
Srrongly Agree Agreo Not Sure Disagree Srrongly Disagree· 
7. 7 There is not enough emphasis on sportsmanship in sport today 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Srrongly Disagree 
7. S The most important factor in "sport is enjoyment 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Srrongly Disagree 
7.9 Sport and physical education·' .. are really the same thing 
Srrongly Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Strongly Disagree 
7.10 Physical education teaches sport skills but does not teach about the other 
aspects of sport 
Srrongly Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Srrongly Disagree 
7.11 Physical Education allo\r,'s you to accept responsibility 
Srrongly Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Srro~gly Disagree 
\ 
7.12 PhySical education allows you to Jearn to get on with others 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Str9ngly Disagree 
!05 
~~~ 
' ' . ' 
\ 7.13 Competing against others in physical activities makes them enjoyable '·, 1 
i 
I 
i 
' ·.i
I 
' 
Strongly Agree Agree · Not Sure Disagree Strongly Disagree 
'-'i 
. ' .. 
7 .·i 4_t:· I:. do not er:joy sporting activities that involve the participation of other 
· ·.- "·' people · · · · 
Strongly Agree Agree Not Sure Disagree Strongly Disagree 
7 .15_ Have you spoken to other students about the sport ed model ? 
Yes No 
7.16- Have other students asked you about the sported unit? 
Yes No 
7.17 What are some of !he details that you haye shared with them? 
7.18 Have you spoken or discussed the model wit~ family members? 
Yes No' 
7.19 What are some of the details that you have shared with them? 
7.20 What have you enjoyed the most about this unit ? 
·-
1.21 If you were offered the chance to do this unit :Jgain how woultl yciu 
improve it ? 
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Has this 
Yes 
unit changed your opinion of volleyball ? 
No 
7.22 Has completing this unit influenced the idea of doing sported as part of 
sixth form certificate or Bursary physical education ? 
Yes No 
7. 23 What are your views of that sport now ? 
... 
7.24 'Vhat is ,your reaction to the role ,your teacher played during this unit? 
. " 
7.26 Finally, what do you think is the I!JOSt important part of this unit? 
Thankyou for your cooperation during this unit, your assistance is greatly 
appredated. Good luck in SchOol Certificate. 
Clive C. Pope 
___ ,.' ,_ .: ,- -
---.::_.-.·' .-' . ' 
·~- ,. 
·-·.-
,. __ ,. 
:.. '' 
"'- .. 
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Appendix 2 
Il'JTERVIEW GUIDE 
1. Introduction 
1.1 introduction of interviewer and subsequent background. 
1.2 explanation ufih~ purpose and nature of the study. 
1.3 a request to take notes and video the interview. (Sign fOrm) 
1.4 an indication of the importance of the interviewee 1s respon~es to the 
success of the study. 
1.5 an indication of\vhat the interview will entail and v .. 1Jat the student 
is required to do. 
2. Topics in the interview 
·--. 
2.1 Did you volunteer to be in this role and for v.·hat reasons? 
2.2 What is your role in Sport Education and whal do you see as your 
mlliii responsibilities? 
2.3 How did you react to the responsibilities placed on you a1 the 
be_gilming of Sport Education and how do you react now? 
2.4 Do you like physical activity) sport and physical education? 
2.5 How do you feel you are going in your role and has it affected the 
team in any way? 
2.6 Any additional areas observed using the field notes 
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Appendix 3 
ATTITUDES OF STlJDENTS TOWARDS THEIR 
ROLES AND RESPONSffi!LJTIES \\~TIDN SPORT 
EDUCATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
Student's Consent Form 
The purpose of this srudy is to find out the attitudes of students in regard to their increase 
in responsibilities when panicipating in ceriain roles in Sport Education. These roles include a 
management board of control, captain/coach, first aid officer, player and publicity/advertising 
officer. Students "ill be interviewed to determine tlUs. 
The inten1ews ''ill be audio taped. Later the audio tapes \\ill be played back and int.:rpreted by 
the researcher. You \\ilJ then be asked to clarify if the researcher interpreled you answers 
correctly. 'This may require more than one inteniew. Only a certain number of students wilT be 
interv:iewed and audio taped. 
The inteniews \\ill not intcnupt lessons, and should take no more than half an hour on each 
occasion. Inteniews "ill 12J..:e place in a comfortable place in the school at a time suitable to the 
teacher, student and researcher. 
The findings of this study "ill be reported in journal articles and elsewhere. The identities of the 
students and teachers involved \\ill not be disclosed at any time. Only the researcher ''ill know 
who provided what information, and they \\i!l keep names con..'ldential. 
Very linle is knm\n.about the anitudes of students towards Sport Education and in partict.:lar, their 
anirudes towards their roles and responsibilities. Tills research \\ill help detennine the viabilitv o[ 
using Sport Education \\ithin physical education in all schools in \Vestem Australia. 
Students who decide not to participate \\ill not be disadvantaged if they decide not to participate. 
Any questions concerning this research can be directed to Antony Sadler, Bachelor of Education 
(Honours) student, Edith Cowan University on 31.0 8064. 
I, ·-----·------·----------------------------------------------- have read the infonnatiori. 
above and agree to participate in tills study, realizing that I may "ithdraw at any time. 
I agree that the results ofrhls study may be published providing that my name \\ill not be 
disclosed. 
-------------------------1---------------------
Participant/parent Date 
-----------------·----1---------
Investigator Date 
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Appendix 3 
ATTITUDES OF STUDENTS TOWARDS THEIR 
ROLES AND RESPONSIDILITJES \\HHIN SPORT 
EDUCATION IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION. 
Teacher's Consent Fonn 
The purpose of this study is to find out the anirudes of students in regard to their increase 
in responsibilities when participating in cenain roles in Sport Education. These roles include a 
management board of control, captain/coach, player, first aid officer and publicity/advertising 
officer. Students \\ill be imeniewed to determine thls. 
The inteniews ''ill be audio taped. Later the audio tapes \\ill be played back and interpreted by 
the researcher. Students \\ill then be asked to clarify if the researcher \nterpreted you answer5 
correctly. This may require more than on~ imer\'ie\\'. Only a certain number of students \\ill be 
intmiewed and audio taped. 
TI1e inteniews ''ill not interrupt lessons, and should take no more than half an hour on each 
occasion. lntenie\\'S \\ill W;e place in a comfortable place in the school at a time suitable to the 
yourself, the student and rcseucher. 
The findings of thls study \\ill be reported in journal articles and elsewhere. The identities of the 
students and teachers invol\'ed "ill not be disclosed at any time. Only the researcher \\ill know 
who proYided what infonnation, and they \\ill keep names confidential. 
Very linlc is knom1 about the 2nirudes of srucients towards Sport Education and in particular, their 
anitudes towards their roles and responsibilities. This research '\ill help detennine the viability of 
using Sport Education \\ithin physical educ2tion in all schools in Western Australia. 
Results ofthis study "ill be a\"ailable to you so that they may help you in some way in the teaching 
of Sport Education. 
Any questions concerning this research car. be directed to Antony Sadler, Bachelor of Education 
·Honours student, Edith Cowan Universitv on 310 8064. 
I, ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- have read tl:1e infonnation 
above and agree to participate along \'ith my class, in this study, realizing that I may \\ithdraw my 
consent at any time. . 
I agree that the results of this study may be published pro\iding that my name will not be 
disclosed. 
------------------------------------!-------------------
Participant Date 
-----1--
Investigator Date 
::_.' 
--,,_, .. -
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Appendix 4 
Examples of Expected Answers 
1. Intrinsic motivation: students incentive to work for their own satisfaction, rather 
than for the teacher or to obtain good grades. 
Example. 
siruation~·> srudents form a circle and practice chest passing in basketball. 
student·-> the team gets more practice and so we play better gaines. 
2. Roles and responsibilities: the nature of the role that the student is playing. e.g 
coach. 
Example. 
student--> I like art and making posters, and I am not very good at P.E, so 
I thought being a publicity officer \\'auld be great to do. 
3. Perception of control: Student's personal views of the source of cont;ol, that is the 
causes of success or failure. 
Example. 
student--> if we organise the team and we all concentrate then we will do 
weU in the competitions. 
4. Subject related affect: refers to the attitudes, values, interests and preferences that 
students express about a particluar subject. 
Example. 
student~~> I've always like the physical side of physical education and 
sport. 
5. Percieved cornpetence/achlevement: A ~tudent's perception about their abilities in 
various domains. 
Example 
---·,-
student~~> I think I am a good coach because the team practices what I say 
and we do well in competitions. 
.. .... ; 
Ill 
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Appendix 5 
Student Journal 
Role in Sport Education------,--------
Sport _____________________ _ 
Date commenced-------------
Date concluded---------------
Instructions: After each session of Sport Education, you are asked to 
write dovm anything that you did in the session that 
concerns your specific role, that is, what you di.d in the 
Jesson, bow did it go and specifically how did you feel 
about doing it? Also, write down anything you feel you 
are required to do within your role for ne>.i weeks 
session, bow you are going to do it and how you feel 
about doing it. You may like to include anything else that 
you feel concerns your role in Sport Education. Thank 
you for participating in this study, your participation is 
greatly appreciated. 
-·- - ~ 
.-. -' 'i-' ,_,_ . 
.. ·,":f,k~-;;·:·-'_:.-
-.-..... 
. ··-.· 
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Session 1 Date, __ _ 
Michelle.(First aid officer) 
I am looking forward to helping someone out. It will be great to bandage them up and 
stuff. 
Session 2 Date. __ _ 
Still no-one has injured themselves. I suppose it isn't really fair to ask someone to get 
hurt. 
Session 3 Date __ _ 
No-one has still got hurt. Would someone please hurt thems:Ives. 
,•, ' .. ·-; '· 
-·. ·.--
.- .. ·'' 
' . ' .. - . __ .. , '~-
. ...-. 
, .. 
•J 13 
' 
Session 4 Date. __ _ 
Session 5 Date. __ _ 
Session 6 Date. __ _ 
·.-··:."...'' .· 
'" __ _ 
-· :·'-
---------~·. ,' - · .... ·.' ';- -.· ::·_,. .. '· 
_··:·-·· 
... _. ill4 
'_._.•,·-~,,i_:.-,•-~ii,~_:;_-_'_. ·~~- ·-: ::.~:_,_·_._'_.,----_ •. _-,•_-,-,_·-.-_· __ ;_·_-•,' ·,-,·_c._ --.~~_,_,-_.:i,-_:_:_•_~-:_,_;:_~~-~-:~_.•_:,:-_·_-,·_:-_._·_-,-.'_:_r'_,--__ ,:_·_-.-.'-.--,~.--:'-... ·.·. ,·._,•,_-,,._, ... _·.·.·.·,,_-__ ,_, •'' .· .·._-_,_·.·.•.:--.· ·• 
-' .• ~ • &::: .. • - • --. ··'-·; -. --..- • • • • - :-, .- ·'" .-.. :_-.-.:,:::::;:_ •• :-; .=.-;:: .. :.;·;i.':\~-::':-~~./~-~=-:;<::.~_,~-::{~·\_i~~j~,~;?::b.::': :~ ,• 
..... · 
Session 7 Date 
---
Session 8 Date. __ _ 
Session 9 Date. __ _ 
. . 
. · ---- . ·- '.-...... :.:" .-.- . ,,.,;' _., ·--):.~:~:--~·:' :: 
, .. _,.' 
,- --
-;._ 
Session I 0 
Any additional notes you wish to add. 
- '·- '• -, ;. 
-
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.::· __ ·. 
-~ ...... .,._," .. .- , .. 
•.:•-.• : .:,. 
Date. __ _ 
. -'·' '· ,'. 
. '' .. 
' . 
_,,., •:--· .. -: 
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Appendix 6. 
Decision Log 
The decision Jog is designed to make it easier for the researcher to code the data 
using the Cole and Chan model of attitude formation (1987) and to obtain -some 
consisifa'Ocy in coding. 
LQnce the dat~ has been collected using interview techniques, the data can then be 
prepared for coding. Some questions are in isolation, that is they are questions that 
require a single answer. A..n example is shown below, using the coach. 
Q What were some of the things that you were taught by your coach that 
you have done with your team? 
A How to stretch your anns, some drills and some set plays. 
The question has an answer and there is no need to expand on ttlls question 
further. It is then possible for this question to then be coded. In thls case it would be 
coded perceived competence/achievement as it is an experience that th.ls students has done 
in the past that has maybe help him in his role in sport education. 
Most questions are not as straight forward as 1he one above and generally need to 
be expanded on in order to determine a more complete picture. The researcher would 
then cluster these questions and answers together and then decide which category the 
cluster fits into. An example is shovm below using the publicity officer. 
Q How do you think the teams are going with "respect to the team 
colours. 
A I don't think that they are taking any notice. 
Q Do you think that the team colours would be a big part of it? 
A It would make it look a lot better. 
Q We could perhaps sr.ress it a bit more- do you think that would be 
included in your role or in someone elses? 
A Perhaps mine or the captains of the team 
All of theses questions and answers are concerned v.tith trying to determine 
whether the efforts of the publicity officer, who advertised the teain colours at tf~r 
beginning of the season of sport education, have or can help the sport education season 1( 
become better. In this case, this students believed it would improve it by makiing it look a 
lot better. 
, A description of each coding category as described by Cole and Chan (1987), 
which hav~ been adapted for the purpose of this situation are shown below. . 
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Perceived competence/achievemenf~ .. ~>Anyttllng concerned with how students feel 
about their performance and their abilities in the specific role they are involved in. This 
may include what students feel themselves, or what they feel others thlnk of their 
performance and their abilities. A.Jso included in this category are answers that refer to 
achievements or experiences that students have participated in, in the past that may have 
influenced them in some way to become a person in that role or to behave the way they 
have. 
The example below is concerned wlth how the student feels they have gone on 
their role so far. It is therefore coded perceived competence/achievement because it 
directly relutes to how this student thinks r}Jey are going, performance wise. 
Q Do you feel that you han done a good job so far in your role? 
A Yes, I think so 
Some clusters of questions concern a students perceived competence/achievement. 
The questions and answers below are concerned \\~th the achievement side of this 
category. They are refering to the captain/coach. They try to establish that this student has 
experienced some roles that he considered were similar to the role he is playing at the 
moment(faction captain). They then build 1 • on tills fact to ascertain that it was these 
experiences that he considers has helped him in his role of captain/coach. In this way they 
should then be coded perceived competence/aclllevement 
Q So you've done a few leadership roles before? 
A Yes, I was:-, Faction captain in primary school 
Q Do you think that yrur experience in the roles you have been in previous has 
helped you in the role that you are playing? 
A Yes, I think it \\iU. 
Q In what way? . 
A I'm use to being in charge and so most things will be like what I've done, 
organising and that. 
Intrinsic motivation--~> Anything concerned with the reasons students give to participate 
in their specific role or reasons for their willingness to participate in any action within that· 
role. i.e incentive to work for their O\Vn satisfaction. 
The question and answer below look specifically at why this student became a 
management board of control member. Thls answer points out that this student was 
intrinsically motivated to become tills role as he did not feel comfortable with some of the 
other roles such as first aid officer and captain/coach. He was therefore intrinsicaly 
motivated to this role because it was something that he felt more comfortable in doing. 
Q Why did you chose :Ji<:lllagement board of control and not coach or :first aid 
officer? 
A · I'I? not too good with first aid and I haven't done much coaching before 
' . :.· 
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Some clusters of questions focus around an answer concerning a students intrinsic 
motivation. These questions and answers will also be coded intrinsit: JJ~Otivation. An 
example is shown below which looks at why this student wanted to become a management 
board of control member. At first it was recognised that he voluntee:ed to b~ in the role 
wruch in itself is a sign of intrinsic mmivation, but the other ques:ions and answers 
determine that he became a person in this role because he considered it v..oa'J someth.lng 
different and more challenging to his abilities. Therefore they would be cr,ded intrinsic 
moti\'ation because they outline the fact that he volunteered for the role }Jecause it was 
more challenging and different. 
Q Now, did you volunteer to be in the role of management board of control 
A Yes, I did 
Q What were some of the reasons why? 
A I don't know, it was something different and I thought I'd just give it a go 
Q Was that the only reason? 
A 1 suppose it was something that was a bit more challenging 
Perception of control~--> Refers to how a student own efforts will control their successes 
or failures withln their role. Similarly it is not onJy concerned with student's perceptions 
of how their efforts or decisions within their role will contribute to the their success but of 
. ' 
the successful runrung of the Jesson, task or season of sport education. 
The question below is in regards to the management board of control member . .lt 
asks the student's opinion on how he thought having even competition would change the 
competition. Changing the teams cround is one decision that faced this student in th.ier 
role as management board of control. In his opinion, making the competition more even 
was a way to improve the, season, that is, his effort or decision \\~thin his role could affect 
the way the competition goes: Thi5 answer would therefore be coded as perception of 
control. In this case the student chose a different option than to change the teams. 
Q Do you think the more even the competition the better? 
A Yes, because it makes it harder for the other teams to v.~n 
Some clusters of questions focus around an answer con~;eming a students perception of 
controL These questions and answers wlll also be coded perception of control. An 
example is shown below. 1n this way, the students decision not to change the teams has 
aff~ed the way the season has gone and in his opirllon it was a good decision. In this 
way they would be coded perception of control. 
Q Why did you decide to not chanee the teams? 
A Because people didn't want to change teams, they wanted to be with their fiiends 
.Q How do ycu think your choice has gone? 
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A 
Q 
A 
It's good because the other weaker team came a draw with the other team (good 
team), the score was 3 all. It turned out quite well. 
So it's evened up the competition a bit? 
I'd say it has. 
Roles and responsibilitiesM-> The roles and responsibilities that student perceive to be 
concerned with the role they are playing, or for someone who would participate in that 
role in conununity sport, would be coded roles and responsibilties. Included in this 
category would be the actions of srudents undertaken \\ithin that role and also the way 
students feel about haYing to perform the responsibilities, focusing, before they have 
actually done them. 
The question and answer below looks at how a student in the role of captain/coach 
feels about having to talk and instruct his team, although he has not done so yet. 
Q 
have 
team doing 
A 
For your role you'll have to teach other students some of the skills you 
learnt before. How do you feel about being out the front of the 
that? 
Doesn't bother me. In year 7 I was a captain and that and I had to do 
all of the talking then so I'm use to it. 
Some clusters of questions focus on an answer concerning a students roles and 
responsibilities. The excmple shown looks at what a student in the role of management 
board of control sees as his main responsibilties in his role and therefore would be coded 
roles and responsibilities. 
Q Do you hare more responsibility in sport education than normal p.e. 
A Yes, I think so 
Q \\'hat then do you see as you main responsibilities within your role? 
A Organlsing the fb.:tures and that, collecting the scores, fixing up any 
problems we· rn.lght have and just helping organise ever)'one 
Subject related affectM .. > Includes students' perceptions of the sport that they are 
participating in the model of sport education and what they think of physical education as 
a subject. AJso students' feelings about the teacher and teachers role would also be coded 
subject related affect. It is also concerned with making some sense why the student likes 
or dislikes the subject or the teacher. 
The question and answer below would be coded suj:lject related affect because it 
looks specifically at the students perception of soccer. 
Q Do you like soccer? 
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A :I dUnk soccer is great. I've been playing it on a Sunday for four years now. 
Some clusters of questions focus upon an answer concerning a stUdents subject related 
affect. The example shown below would be coded subject related affect because it focuses 
on this student opinion of physical education (the subject) and the tries to establish a 
reason why the suhject likes physical education. 
Q Do you like physical education? 
A Yes, I like physical education 
Q Why do you like physical education? 
A I like the physical acti\'ity side of it, and it's not like other subjects. 
It is hoped that by using this decision log, it will be possible for anyone wishing 1o 
use Cole and Chan's model of attitude fonnation to use it with relative ease. The Jog in it's 
present state is designed to make it easier and clear for the researcher to accurately code 
inteniew data involved '\\ith physical education and sport education. 
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